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North-South expressway renamed for Dr. King
See Story Below
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STERILIZATIONewN OP
welfare proposal
Editorial

Bill is
inhumane

...What we are saying1:o this nation is — we want all

of our rights — and we want them HERE, and we* want all

of them NOT next year — NOT next week — bit we want them

blasted by Memphians

N OWI

The ease with which the public is
viewing the racist and inhumane Stani
lization Bill, that recently came out of
the Welfare Committee, in the State
House of Tennessee is indicative of a
portions of our sick fun loving society.
When people ask why paranoia exists in
„blacks and lately other minority groups,
a prime example could be bills like the
Sterlization Bill, . .

By IRWIN WATSON '
A proposed Sterlization Bill now
fore the Welfare Committee of the Tennessee State House of Representalives,
continues to draw fire here this week.
The bill calls for the sterilization of
welfare mothers w ith one illegitimate
child. The move is supposed to reduce
,the welfare rolls throughout the state.
Most observers feel that the bill is
aimed at blacks and poor people a n d
have labeled it discriminatory.
State Rep. Alvin King of Memphis
:aid that the bill i, unconstitutional and
financially impossible. lie claims the bill
has no supporters. and the representatives who voted for it "did it as a pro.
test against the demonstrators wha were
at the Capitol building during the propo.
sal of the bill."
King said that the Welfare Committee
misinformed as to which direr.

One attitude voiced toward this bill
was by an extremely liberal lads' who
stated, "I don't see why everybody is
in such an uproar about this bill; it is
the first time a bill like this has been
presented in the Tennessee legislature,
and it is doubtful whether the bill will
get through the hotjse."
We agree with the lady that it is
doubtful whether the bill will pass the
house. we also say, 4'. hat it is obvious
that the person who presented the bill
aparently did it in order to receive
publicity that he so desperately needed.
The legislature's name is irrelevant, but
the fact that the Welfare Commit.ee
would even allow a bill with such obvious attempt by one person to get his
name, vvhich many people hadn't heard

A troubled man

Abernathy tells grief
over his sister's death
1.werial W PowiMMw NewownW.,0

Ralph David Abernathy. the man
who inherited the mantle of Dr. Martin
Luther King's leadership, has had his
share of tragedy.
He has an intimate acquaintance
with sorrow.
The world knows that he was there
on the balcony in Memphis when an assassin pumped a bullet through the head
of his dearest friend, Dr.King.
Perhaps less known are the many occasions on which the president of The
Southern Christian Leadership Conference has "paid dues" like being beaten
by white racists and left for dead on a
Southern road, being frequently jailed as
Dr. King's cellmate, having his home
and car taken from him, his home and
church bombed, his wife. Juanita, and
their children threatened.
Through it all, "Dr. Ralph" as many
call him, has walked steadfastly. coin
mitted to continuing the crusade bequeathed him by his fallen leader. Last
week Dr. Abernathy wks forced to take
another lonely walk in another Gethsemane. His sister, Mrs .Ella Louis Abernathy Gibbs, of Linden, Miss., died of
cancer.
Wednesday in Linden, her funeral
was held — a funeral for which Mrs.
Gibbs planned every detail. She w a s
laid to rest in a family plot in Linden
in an already erected crypt of her own
design. As was her wish, the funeral
was conducted and the eulogy delivered
by her brother, the Rev. Ralph David
Abernathy.

His sentiments arc echoed by Mrs.
Willie Pearl Ellis. 939 Neptune, head of

the Memphis Chapter of the National
Welfare Rights Organization.
Mrs. Ellis' immediate aim, though,
is to have the bill ruled unconstitutional
thus having it abolished.
"If the legislature wants a bill that
See Page

City Council votes
8-6 for name change

year, ago. The expressway, however, is
On the eV(' of tile anno.ersary of the
stlb known as 1-240.
late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s assasMayor Henry Loeb, said that he had
sination here three years, the Memphis
received numerous letters protesting the
City Council has voted to rename t h e
North-South expressway in honor of the change of name in n North-South to
Dr. Martin Luther fiing Jr. expressmartyred civil rights leader
way.
The council voted 8 to 6 in favor of
The mayor, hint elf, had never indithe resolution calling for the change of cated whether he was for or against the
names but not before many harsh words resolution.
..„
passed - arsortg the COUtleil members's-.
Council members voting for the
However, the only noncouncil member to
were Mr.'s. Wells Awesumb,
resolution
voice his disapproval of the resolution Jerred Blanchard, Fred Davis, Le wis
was a Frazier Baptist minister, the Rev. Dawson, James L. Netters, J. 0. PatterJ. I.. Smith. He is white.
son Jr., Philip Perot, and Downing PryThe show Our Good Abode-. teleActually the changing of the name is or.
vised over Channel Five last Tue:day
Netters, Patterson, and Davis a r e
stri)tly honorary since the federal govnight, has come in for some stinging
ernment does not recognize names for its black.
criticism by the president of "We The
Voting against the change were Billy
expressways, only numbers.
People."
Hyman, Bob James, W. T. MAdams, Ed
A similar change of name propo-•al
Lance "Wine" Watson blasted t h e
MeBrayer, Tom Todd and Wyeth Chandrenamed in honor
show and a Memphis realtor for what it' — Interstate 240 was
ler.
Memphis city
a
William
Fowler,
late
of
man
depicted and what the real estate
Chandler is chairman ..f the council.
engineer for 40 years — took place a t••
is purported to have said during the
show.
The show, itself, was supposed to
dramatize the liv ing conditions of
blacks. And Buck Bostick, owner of
Bostick Reality co.. was quoted as saying that "these (black) people enjoy living in the conditions that they are living in."
Watson said the film, however,
did create a stir in the Chamber of
Commerce and that the civic group is
ballet is worth live Sole,
Mrs. Jes,ic
See Page 8
The following women have also
Shirley, 17/77 Kimball,
longtime member of garnered votes in the contest:
Mrs. M. T. Bailey, Summerville
Cane Creek MB
Baptist church, 120 votes,
church, is the first
Mrs. Beulah - Johnson, Macedonia
week's front-runner in
Baptist church, 100 votes;
the Tri-State Defender
Mrs. R. C. Strong, Greenwood AME.
"Churchwoman of the
Millington, Tenn.. 715 votes.
Year" contest.
Mrs. Alice B. Martin, New Salem
The popular Mrs.
Baptist church. 105 votes;
Shirley posted some
Mrs. Pearlie Mae Bouie. l'earlie
43.600 votes to take a
Gate Baptist'church, 105 votes.
color and his sculpture. although precommanding lead in
Mrs. Jeanette Jasper, Centen:.ry
dominantly wood, is also made from
the contest that has the interest of all
Methodist church, 100 votes:
bronze, clay, plaster, and plastics.
churchgoers in Tennessee. '
Mrs. Namoi Coe, St, Paul Baptist,
Hampton, 27, is a native of Memphis
Her nearest competitor was Mrs.
105 votes;
and still calls it his home. Hampton said
F. R. LaMarr. a member of St. Andrew
Mrs. Rosie J. Stewart, Progresthat he believes that he inherited his
AME, who tallied 1,045 votes.
sive Baptist, 115 votes;
talents from his father who is a skilled
Mrs. Mary G. Parker, Pentecostal
Voting for the "Churchwoman of the
craftsman. "As early as kve-years old,
Year" continues through until May 29. Baptist, 100 votes:
I could draw a tree and I knew exactly
And Mrs. Essie MeClenton, Greater
Blanks for, voting the top woman apwhat a tree was. I really believe it is
Middle Baptist. 100 votes
pear each week in the Tri-State, Each
heritage." •
One will note a s t rong religious
theme in his works of art. Hampton,
attributes this to fact that "my talents
are a gift fro int:leaven and I am doing
my best to express these talents to their
fullest."
Black Perspective, which has been
well-received in Memphis, is aimed at
informing the public of the various accomplishments of the black man.
Sengstacke is the founder of the
'
show.

Watsonraps
on housing

-Nee-Page 8

By ALFRED DUCKETT'

tion they should take to reduce the welfare rolls. King believes that education
is the answer to the reduction of prep,nanclei a mong the state's minority
groups and poor.

notary public and served thousands of
For any man, the loss of a beloved
sister is traumatic. For Ralph Aberna- people, refusing to accept a fee."
thy, the death of Mrs. Gibbs held unusuThe deep. gravelly voice of R a I ph
ally sad significance. In a rare telephone
Abernathy cracked with emotion.
interview from his West Hunter Street
"Did I tell you she was my greatest
Baptist Church in Atlanta. the veteran
newsSee Page 8
civil rights leader told Sengstake
papers about his sister and what his life
him.
and death meant to
"She was my mother," he s a i d.
"She was my sister but my mothe died
when I was quite young and my sister
raised me. She was the greatest source
of inspiration and encouragement in my
life. Whenever I became discouraged in
the struggle and wanted to give up she
would tell me 1 must not give up until
all our people were free. I remember
Black Perspective, the monthly telethat. when I was a youngster, I was
vision program telecast over WHBQ TV,
fearful about going to college, I had the
will feature noted black sculptor and
feeling I could not be accepted. She repainter Memphian Luther Hampton.
fused to let me think that way. She said:
The show, which will be seen April
pass those tests. B o y
"You can
at 9:30 p. m. is produced by Tri State
8
havfrom
you
don't you let anyone keep
Defender editor, Whittier Sengestacke
ing confidence in yourself. You can pass Jr. He is also the show's writer.
with flying colors.
Hampton was selected for this
"She physically took me to the colmonth's -program for his unique abilities
lege and left me there . I didn't want her
the world of art. In fact, his works
to leave me. She knew I had to be on in
were featured recently at the Blac
my own.
Cultural Arts Festival in Bos"She taught for more • than twenty Peoples'
five years in the public schools of Mer- ton.
Most of his works are still display
ringo County and in Linden City, both
in Boston, but he has considered exin Alabama. Her hobby was working
with children. She loved them and they hibiting many of them on Black Perloved her. She was one of those strong, spective according to Sengestacke. He
beautiful black women who have done said they will give the viewer a strong
indication as to Hampton's creative
so much for our race. Long bet ore
blacks were voting in the deep South, ability.
Hampton paints in oil and watershe was a registered voter. She was a

Mrs. Shirley takes
early contest lead

Memphis artist stars
on Black Perspective

Nixon to act on black demands?
By ETHEL PAYNE
1!...11,4114140

NP.,ipaper

orrl.m.mkM)

A4SH1NGTON — Black house members urged President Nixon to answer
their proposals for improving the status
of U. S. minorities by a May 17 deadline — t h e 17th anniversary of the
Supreme Court's landmark sc ho ol desegregation decision.
Asked what would happen if be did
not, Rep. Chatles C. Diggs, D-Mich.,
spokesman for the Black Caucus, as the
black lawmakers call themselves, said:
"Failing the President and the Congress,
our only recourse will be the people
themselves."

Rep. William Clay, D-Mo., another of
the 13 black lawmakers who personally
presented their demands to Nixon, added: "he listend but we don't know if he 4
heard. If he did not hear, he and t h e
country will suffer the consequences" in
the coming elections.
At a news conference on the White
House meeting, Diggs said the group
asked "the President to report back to
us and to America" by May 17. That is
the anniversary, of the date the Supreme
Court, in an opinion written by former
Chief Justice Earl Warren, ruled that
separate but equal school systems for
blacks and whites were unconstitutional.

Diggs said the Caucus wanted, "the.
President to recognize, as we recoknize,
that he has a crucial role to play" in
gaining the progress blacks need. In giving Nixon their program, he said, "we
have provided black America and all
America with the standard by which he
can be judged."
Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-Md., said the
Caucus members were "profoundly"
struck by two comments volunteered by
Nixon at the meeting: "he said 'if I
were yoo I would be doing the same
thing . . . I would be over here fighting
for the rights of black people'" and "the
admission that black Americans have

been and are being treated unfairly. We
didn'tthave to tell him that." '
But Mitchell said the President was
warned "the administration should n 01
be deluded to think that the black community has been blackjacked into silence
or lulled into apathy. To belie've so is de.
lusionary a n d he (Nixon) might be sitting on the kind of keg that 's a danger
for all americans."
'Clay emphasized the Caucus was not
interested in promoting t h e Democratic
party or any other interest than that of
black americans. He said tha was "the
same kind of political philosophy th a t
See Page 8

Discuss TV program...
WHITTIER SENGSTACKE JR., writer. producer. and hft.41 ef
Black Perspective; Luther Hampton, a young black artist in Memphis; and Lance Russell, program director of WHEW TV; discuss
a piece of work sculpted by Hampton and to be viewed on Biotic
l'erspective April 8, at 9:30 p.m. (Photo By l'ower)
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Tri-State Defender's...

ifigh school journalists view Stax PR at work
The Tri-State Defender's High
School Journalist, apprentices recently visited Stax Volt Recording

Co. for a tour and a talk mith Denthe Parker.
Miss Parker, Public Relations

lit Nt.STERS IN THE TrilState Defender's newly :naugurated High School Journalist Apprentice program got a firsthand
glimpse of how a large corporation uses
journalism techniques in putting out company publications. On hand to show them

director for Stax, explored the relationship of ptiblications to journalisin.

DENNIE PARKER, Public Relations director for Stax Volt,
talks to the high school journalists during their recent tour
of the Stax Recording Studios. The purpose of the Journalist program is to give high school students interested in
the field the practical and theoretical experience needed.
Miss Parker, explored the relationship of company publi-

the ins:de "ropes" was Dennie Parker,
Public Relations director of Stax Volt re•
cording co., left, With Dennie are Beverly
Williams. an apprentice, center. and Mrs.
Beach Reaucamp, Hamilton high school
counselor.

cations to )0tirnalism.

Fayette receives
$20,000 grant
The To u
of Fayette.
Miss, has been granted a
total of $20.000 by the Medgar Evers Fund to modernize
its police 'communications
system and to employ a
New York detective for one
year to train its local policemen, it was announced
by Robert Carter, executive
vice president of the fund.
Fayette is the first In-racial Mississippi town to have
elected a black Mayor—
Charles Evers, brother of
the slain civil rights leader,
Medgar Evers. Mayor Evers
Mayor Evers was elected
was elected in May, 1909.
The 'first grant. totalling
55.00<. covers the town's
local share of matching funds
for a grant of almost 513,000
to enable Fayette to purchase radio equipment to
link the Police Headquarters
with squad cars. the City
Hall and the Fire Dept.
Policemen on foot will also be equipped with walkietalkies. Until now, the town
had- no direct means of communication between its Policemen and the headquar1
/
2
ters or City Hall. In addition, the new equipment will
permit the town's police to
be linked with the Miisissippi State Politec communications grid.
The grant of almost $13.000 consists of federal funds
from the Law Enforcement
Advisory Agency channelled
through the Mississippi counterpart agency. which is co-,
ZATION PROGRAM FOR CO
F'UNCTIONS.
munities across the state.
The second grant of 515,000 enabled the town to employ an experienced New
York d e tective, Richard
Woodard. to serve as the
town's Director of Public
Safety for one year beginnine March 8th.
In that capacity. Detective Woodard. 45, will train
Fayette's s i x-man police
force in modern communications, security, community
relations, and other police
functions.
Last year. the post was
held by a Philadelphia,1

Pettit. detective. Alphono
Deal. who returned to his
home city in the fall.
Detective Woodard vas
born in Jersey City, raised
in Goldsboro. N. C. and served in the U. S. Marine Corps
in World War. He has graduated from the Baruch
school of the City College of
New York vvith a degree in
business administration. Ile
received a B. S. degree from
the John Jay college of
Criminal Justice. where he
is presently writing his thesis towards his master's
degree in social relations.
He has been a member
of the New York City Police
Dept. since 1955. having
worked his way up from a
patrolman.
For the past five years, e
has been a detective with
the Intelligence Division of
the Security and Investigation Section. His widely varied police experience includes
police management and administration. His memberships include the Academy
of Police Science, the
Guardians. and several other
organizatoons.
He was granted a one-year
leave of absence from the
N Y. C Police Dept. by the
police commissioner to accept the Fayette assignment.
Detective Woodard is married and has two daughters.
one attending Morgan State
college and the other a:tending Pembroke college.

BLENDED WHISKEY • 86

The purpose of the Tri-State
program is to give high school
students interested in journalism

and related communications fields
the practical and theoretical experience needed in the-field.

TRI STATE DEFENDER high school jour
nalists receive albums if the Staple Singers and William Bell, which are new re-

Area Four of the West Tennessee Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal
church held a Musical and
Baby Contest at Greer Chapel AME church.
Contestants in the Baby
Contest were Edward Lane
111.1 VeArtis Stove'. Tiffani
Harrison and Lisa R. Duncan representing Avery Chapel: Brian Rogers representing Greer Chapel: Debra Denise Acoff representing St.
John and William Simmons
representing Clayborne Ternple.

NEW .
juke ho
providi
House
this on
tro Sho
are, Fr
mons-P
Seebur

The first place ass aid.
$28.00 Savings Bond, was dt,
nated by Mrs. Marian Flowers in memory of her mother.
the late Mrs. Beatrice Doneho, who was a member of
Avery Chapel. This award
was won by Tiffani Arlene
Harrison.
Second place went to Brian Rogers who represented
Greer Chapel. Third place
was won by Lisa R. Duncan representing Avery Chapel and fourth place was won
by Edward Lane LU, also a
representative of Avery Chapel.

Break
the

WLOK
MEMORY BANK
134
25
and collect

in cash

and
of America's
top LPs

IS olgal CALvERT DIST CO, LOUISVILLE, kV.

WHEREYOU SEE ITALL

Buy U. S.
Savings
Bonds

You'll find more of your
favorites on Channel 5
than anywhere else.
Diahann Carroll •Tues. 7:3Q pm The comedy of Flip
Wilson, Bill Cosby, and
Diahann Carroll; the
special news reports of
Art Gilliam; and the
music of Swing Shift: So
flip your dial to Channel
5—where you see it all!

Woman wanted
witling to relocate in Rock Island,
L work with business, Reliable, Good health, Music Organ
L Plano, but not essential. Mr.
B.T. Cole, 1000, 5th Ave, Rock
Island, Ili. 61201.

Sell life time metal
social securit9 plates, and reBig
lated items of interest
profits for yaw spare tin'..
Item sells on sight due to Its
attractive cppearance. No in•
yestm.nt of any kind. Age no
barrier. Excellent fund raiser
for churches, schools, clubs,
etc. Send for free tales kit.

CONMODORE PUBLICATIONS
104 E. Adrian Street
Bilssfield, Michigan 49228

leases from Stax Volt, from Public Reia•
tions director Dennie Parker.

Area Four is sponsor
of contest, musical

Bill Cosby • Sun.7:30 pm

ATTENTION WOMEN
engraved

The visit to Stax was one in a
series of activities that Herman
Mitchell.

. Flip Wilson •Thurs.6:30 pm

Art Gilliam • Special Reports

When the going gets hard,
the whiskey should be soft.
Calvert Extra.The Soft Whiskey
Swing Shift• Fri. z:00 midnight
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Rust alumni honor LeMoyne-Owen plans
prexy attestimonial 'New Career' confab
The Rust college Memphis
Alumni Chapter is sponsoring
a Testimonial Dinner in Motor of Dr. W. A. McMillan,
president of Rust colleg e,
Holly Springs, Miss., on Friday, April 2 at 8 p.m.
The dinner will be held at
the Rivermont Holiday Inn
an the proceeds from it will
be used for scholarships at
Rust college.
The president. of the Memphis Club, Mrs. Anna, R.
Willis, solfrits the presence
of all the Rust graduates
and well-wishers,
Dr. McMillian is a graduate of Johnson C. ?Smith College, Charlotte, N. C. a n d
earned a Ph.D. degree at
University of Michigan.
He served .as a teacher
at Bethune-Cookman college.
Daytona, Fla. before going
to Rust, and is now in his
fifth year as president.
Rust has made tremendous
strides in the short time he
has been there, regaining its
accreditation and improvement in its physical facilities.

NEW SEEBURG FOR 071 — The latest
juke box by Seeburg Manufacturing co. is
, providing musk for patrons at HI Harlem
House restaurants in Memphis. InsPec..ing
this one in Shop No. 17, located in the Metro Shopping Plaza on E. IL Crump hied.
are, from left, George Sammons of Sammons•Pennington, area franchiser for t h e
Seeburg Select-0 Math': James Durree, gen•

(gal manager of Soul Brands, loc., new
owner of Harlem House restaurants; a n d
J.P. Murrell, distributor of the music vending machines and owner of Speedy Amusement Company at 271 Ell. Crump blvd. The
machines are a favorite of those who appreciate the latest sounds, and information
about placement and service may be obtained by calling 774-1801. (Withers Photo)

Angela's judge
expects fair trial
SAN FRANCISCO—A suburban judge
has taken over the Angela Davis murder
case with a pledge to conduct a trial that
the black militant and the community
will feel is "fair."
Judge' Alan A. Lindsay of nearby
Alameda County was assigned by t h e
California Judicial Council to hear pretrial proceedings for Miss Davis and her
co-defendant, Ruchell Magee. They are charged with conspiracy in
a shootout Aug. 7 'at the Mann County
,Courthouse that lett four persons dead,
including a judge.
The council assigned Lindsay io
Mann County for 90 days, but said the
period could be extended.
The judge said he was " pleased"
with the appointment and would start reviewing records of the case. Lindsay, 54,
said he will work nights and this weekend before setting a date for further
hearings.
"No. I'm not apprehensive," he said
after his appointment. "It's an assignment I'm looking forward to.
"Everybody involved in this matter
must not only receive a fair trial but
they must have the feeling that the trial
has been fair."
• Lindsay, who spent seven years as
a criminal prosecutor and was appointed

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. — Black
militant Angela Davis has arm
partially raised in Black Power
salute as she appeared in Mann
County Courthouse for preliminary
hearings on murder and kidnaping
charges in last August's murder-

kidnaping
Judge.

of

ti„

Mann

County

to the bench in 1987 by Gov. Ronald Regan. was assigned to the Mann County
case a week after Judge John McMurray
disqualified himself when Magee charged he was biased.
Miss Davis, 26, former UCLA faculty
member and an avowed Communist, is
charged with providing the guns used in
an abroptive courtroom escape and kidnaping attempt that led to the shootout.
Magee, 32, a San Quentin convict, was
the only kidnaper to survive the gun
battle.

WILLARD March 29 Tri St.
Le Moyne Owen Plans
A 'New Career Opportunities C o n.f e rence' is
scheduled fpr LeMoyne-Owen
college, April 11-16.
It will he sponsored by

Memphis girl
on tour with
Stillman choir

Four new dormitories, a'
science hall, the Leontyne
Price library and several faculty cottages have been built.
A music hall and physical
education building are on the
drawing boards.

A&M were appointed as commissioned officer, last June.
Savannah State college is
a coeducational, state institution. The college was
chartered in 1890 as the
Georgia State Industrial College for Colored Youths
and adopted its present name
in 1950. Current enrollment
is about 2,000 students.
Southern university, foundThe new ROTC units are
ed
in :880, is a four-yedr
being established by t Is
land
grant college, with
Navy in its continuing ef- branch campuses in New
fort to provide increased opOrleans a n d Sherveciort.
portunities for black college
Current enrollment is about
students to become naval of10,000 students.
ficers. The Navy opened its
The two NROTC units will
first NROTC unit at a prebegin operation on the camdominatly black university,
puses in the fall o 1971.
Prairie View MEM college
The mission of the NROTC
in Texas, in 1963. Thirteen
program
is to provide a sysgraduates of Prairie View
tem of education in essential
Navy and Marine Corps subjects at selec,ed civilian college and universities
throughout the co u Ii r y.
Graduates of the program
are commissioned in the
United States Navy or the
United States Marine Corps.
Memphis Girl

The conference opens at
7:30 p.m., April 14, with a
reception in the Student
Center. The April 13 session,
also in the Student Center,
m. and conbegins at 9:30
tinues through 4 p. in. Class
visitations are scheduled for
the April 16 morning session, followed by a luncheon
and evaluation session at

noon.

It You Have Any Trouble What so ever
In Getting Driver license

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

USTOM

Memphis, Tennessee

AIRMAN FLOYD GIBBS Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Gibbs Sr. of 8707 ElEs rd.,
Memphis, has completed ba•

•Y01.nt Company Mehl What Yew Ask for Anj
Creates What Tau Think

or

sic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex, and is assigned to
Lowry ALM, Colo., for training in the supply field. A
1968 graduate of Barret's
Chapel high school. Arling•
ton, Tenn., he attended State
TechnIcal institute. His wife
is the former Gloria C u nningham of Int Breedlove,
Memphis.

Lindsay, a major in the Army Air
Corps during World War II and a member of the Oakland School Board prior
to his judicial appointment, will be able
to commute from Oakland across San
Francisco Bay to San Rafael, where the
case Is being heard.
The judge said he had no qualms
about maintaining order among Miss
Davis' supporters in what is expected to
be a political trial.
"I feel confident that if they are
their truly supporters, they won't
cause disruptions," he said. "I don't feel
supporters will cause any problems il
they recognize their actions will have
delerious effects on the case:"

Start your set today and soon you'll have a
complete service! This schedule will run
3 times in the next 1 5 weeks.

DESSERT DISH 8Rieto

WEEKCOFFEE

CUP sciefs

SAUCER

WEEK
Sth

a

lluft.'

Mo
SI%
R

49c srgrect^i.
49c $7p"urvs.
49c srgrechl
49c s;il,hurecrahse
49c ;ithe"WEKIT purc?..

The above items Will only be Sold at these special
in the weeks they are tea urged.

For Assistance With Your Problems Health,
Sanitation, Welfare, Social Security, Legal Aid
and Many Other Areas... CALL

WEEK

THROUGH
A.M. and

FRIDAY
1 , P.M

prices

Save on matching Classic stainless completers, too. A new
grouping will be introduced each week at special prices!
2nd
WEEK

11

John Williams, placement
director for the college and
coordinator of the conference, s a i -1 successful
alumni have been invited to
the campus "to serve as
witnesses to the fact that
black students can break
out of traditional career
patterns."
Williams said the cmi-

About 40 graduates of the
college have been invited to
the Conference. City, county,
state and federal officials
also have been invited.

Pretrial proceedings on Miss Davis's
motions for dismissal of charges for
lack of evidence and for release on bail
pending trail were halted when McMurray stepped down. All Marin
County judges had previously disqUalifi•
ed themselves because their colleague.
Judge Harold Haley, was killed in the
incident.

AM

BETWEEN

The conference will provide an opportunity for
LeMiiyne-Owen students to
see and hear some of the
college's successful graduates who have broken from
traditional black career patterns of —teaching and social work.

tference will Mediate direct
and informal contacts between students and alumni.
Speeches and formal presentations will be held to a
minimum.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Secretary of the Navy
John H. Chafe announced
that new Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps units
will be established at Savannah State College in Savannah, Ga. and at Southern
University in Baton Rouge,
La. Both universities are
predominately black institutions.

let
WICKDINNER
PLATE :lel

MONDAY

Carqlyn Jean Cain, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jones of Memphis, is one
of 34 ,studerls selected for
the 1971 Stillman College
choir tour.
The choir will appear in
concert in ten cities covering Arkansas, Texas and
Louisiana. These include Hot
Springs and Little Rock,
Ark. Dallas, Austin, San
Antonio, Houston and Beaumont, Texas; and Baton
Rouge and New Orleans, La-.
In addition to the regular
concerts, the choir will be
performing during the day
in high schools in many of
the cities.
While on the tour, the choir
members will have . an opportunity to visit Six Flags
Over Texas, the San Antonio
Fiesta, and the NASA Space
Center in Houston.

the college in conjuction
with College Placement ServIce and Plans for Progress.
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Direct distance dialing is simpie.
Just dial "1"
The ay code if different from your own.
Then the number.
Of, if you don't know the number, you can get it
in a hurry for no extra charge—simply dial "1,"
the area code if different from your own, and
then dial 555-1212. That's all there is to it.
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Mists Black Clark is nominated
Teenager as top churchwoman
Pageant

Mrs. Northcross feted Rose Croix will hold
at birthday dinner
Easter Sunrise service
A birthday dinner honoring
Mrs. Verde11 Northeross was
held at Robilio's recently.
Mrs. Ethel Watkins, mother
of the honoree, planned the
surprise party.

Thurman Northeross Sr. and
their son, Kenneth; Mrs. Sit
die Williams, Mrs. Juanita
Lewis, Mrs. Minnie Robinson, and Mrs. Watkins.

Mrs. Northeross, a graduate of Southwestern, is instructor at Springhill scnool.
Attending the dinner were
Mrs. Northcross' husband,

After dinner the honored
guest opened some of he r
gifts.

Plans for Easter Sunrise
Service. Sunday, April 11,
Consistory No. 38 of the Ancient Accepted Scottish
were revealed early this
wee!- by Rising Star Chapter
no. 180 of King Frederick
Rite Masons, Prince Hall Affiliation.

The Northeross a it d Watkins live at 1593 Galveston.

More than 200 Illustrious
Peers and Sublime Princes
are expected to participate
in the service, which has
been scheduled for 6 a.m.--at
the Collins Ch a pe I CME
church, 678 Washington ave.
at Orleans st.

This Coupon Is Worth Five Votes In The
Tri-State Defender
4

Sublime Prince, the Rev.
Zilmorn Burdette, is expected to deliver the keynote address during the Ancient Ceremony and Religious Service.
Following the ceremony
and services, breakfast will
be served to all Consistory
members and their guests in
the dining hall of the church.
Committee members promise to make this one of the
best observances in the history of the Consistory.
The committee consists of
Sublime Princes Willie J.
Hill. Claude Tucker, Do u 5-

CHURCHWOMAN CONTEST
4

Contest Editor, Tri-State Defender
124 E. Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn. 38102

4
If am casting five votes for the lady whose name appears
with the knowledge that:
(1) Each voter may send

below,

In as many coupon as he wishes.

0 (2) All votes-must be In the Defender office by noon Monday of 4
11
each wink throughout the contest. The contest ends May 29.
4
4
NAME

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in M.,nphls by Mornishlons
--rushed rushed doily to your big
Hogue r. Knott supermarbe for
.mosirnurn freshness,

•

c•

Hague & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

t

tireless worker who claims,
"I don't have time to die for
I am too busy working for
my Lord."

glass

Thomas, Eddie Pink stun, Vernon Copeland, Roy
Mayes, and Otis Bullet t,
Chairman.
The public is invited.

The Miss Black Teenage
Ame-ica Pageant Incorporated announced recently that
prizes for the first Miss
Black T e enage America
will include a $2,000 cash
prize to the Winner; $1,000
cash to the first Runner-up;
3500 cash to second Runnerup; 1500 each to Third Runner-Up and $100 Cash to the
other six Finalist. Trophies
will be awarded to all finalists as well as the Miss
Black T e enage America
Medallion to all participants
who reach the National
Finals, scheduled for the
Baltimore C i v ic Center,
Baltimore, Maryland, September 9th and 10th of this
year.

Tea-Musicale
is presented
at Emmanuel
The %%omen of Emmanuel
Episcopal church, 425 Cynthia pl., presented their annual Lenten Tea and Musicale last Sunday.
The Hamilton high school
glee club was pr es en te d
along with other well-known
vocalists from around the city.
Mrs. M. Rivers was general chairman. Father M.
Clark Baker is the priest in

charge.

Bertrand school
backers plan
a fashion show

Judges for the National
Finals include the outstanding and dynamic Black Poetess Miss Niki Giovanni,
other Judea., will be named
later. Representatives to the
National Finals will include
winners of State and Local
Pageants to be held prior
to the National Finals, The
MBTAP is open to all young
ladies of A f ro-American
decent 15 to 17 years old
and will be judged for poise,
beauty and talent.

Miss Harry Ma. Simons.
principal of Magnolia Elementary school, will narrate
the third annual f a sh ion
show on the theme "T h
Evening of Splendor," S u nday evening, April 4, in the
gymnasium of the Father
Bertrand elementary school.
The fashion show is being
sponsored by the Home and
School assn. at 7:30 p.m.
The highlight of the evening
will be the presentation of
fashions by Mrs. Bet t y
Rounds, Jimmie Wilson and
Cora's Original Fashions. The
public is invited.
Mrs. Bernice C. Hines is
general chairman of the af-

Individuals or organizations interested in sponsoring
local or state pageants may
obtain i n formation from
The Director. MBTAP,
P. 0. Box 1139, Danville, Va.
24541. The deadline for sponsoring organizations is April
1, 1971.
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3384 N. THOMAS

MRS. EDWARDS
Mrs. Sadie Edwards, 1629
Shadowlawu blvd., has been
nominated as one of the outstanding churchwomen of
Mt. Olive CIVIE church where
the Rev. Theodore IC. Lightfoot Jr. is pastor.
Mrs. Edwards. a lifetime
member, has served in many
of the church's functions. To
name a few, she served as
Financial Secretary for six
years, taught Sunday School
for three yeart. She is also
active with the choir.
serves as president of Field
Agents for Christ.

NOMINATION BLANK
I NOMINATE FOR FAVORITE CHURCH WOMAN
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
NAME OF THE CHURCH
ADDRESS OF THE CHURCH
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LOW EQUITY SALE
4543 Beautiful Red Rock Cove,
extra's Included, 3 bdrm., 11
/
2
bath, den, dining-kitchen, Sep.
living rm., storage, carport, landscaped back lawn, private-outdoor living — you'd love all of if
TO SEE Call 682-5418
ELSIE RIKER
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REALTY CO.
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LORMAN. Miss. — Dr.
Walter Washington was formally installed Saturday as
the 15th president of Alcorn
A.&1111. College, which he has
headed since the summer of
1969.
Dignitaries at the installation included Gov. John Bell
Williams, Lt. GOV. Charles
Sullivan, House Speaker,
John J u nkin, Chancellor
Porter Fortune of the University of Mississippi, and
William McCain, president
of .the University of Southern
Approximately 175 delegates and representatives
from universities and colleges across the nation attended with a large portion
of the 118 faculty members
and 2.500 students..
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WELCH'S
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She is a dedicated Christian worker who has spent
her years in the service of
Kingdom building. For more
than 25 years she served as
instructor of the National
Sunday School and B.T.U.
Congress. She has served as
instructor and Music director
,for the State Congress for
more than 30 years. She has
been a great contributing
factor to the West Tennessee
assn.
For many years, Mrs.
Vance served as chairman
of Committee for Management for the Memphis YWCA.
She broadened her area of
service by being director of
Music for the State Federation of Colored Wom e n's
Clubs.
Currently she serves as
Minister of Music for the
First Baptist C h ri r c h in
Brownsville.
Mrs. Vance organized 19
years ago the Sacred Lily
Sunday School of First Baptist Sunday School. She still
serves as instructor of this
class. She gleaned the members of this class from young
women who were members
of First Baptist but who were
not active in Sunday School.
She serves First Baptist as
chairman of the pro g r a m
comniittee and chairman of
the music council. She still
serves as director of music
for the Tennessee Bal&E
Convention.
She is a poet in her own
right, for she is the author
of several books. She is a
public speaker of great renown.
She is a retired teacher of
Memphis. Mrs. Vance is a

Mrs. Fannie Cl a rk has
been nominated by 0 a k
Grove Baptist church where
Rev. J. E. Clark is pastor
as an outstanding churchwoman.
She has served in various
capacities in the church. She
is the organist and instructor for the No. 2 and 3 Choirs
and has served as the musician ever since she was in
elementary school. She
works closely With the music
department, the Mother's
Board, and the young people.

10 LB. BAG

LONG GREEN

OR
SOUTHERN
STYLE

I ANNIE (IRK
Another nominee in the TriState Defender "Churchwoman of the Year" contest is
Mrs. W. S. Vance, of F ir st
Baptist church in Brownsville
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Cummings
elementary
school, under the priucipalship of 0. V. Nelson, organizead its first basketball
team this year.
It participated in the Glenvie-r•
Gra-Y League
and woe first place with a
10-1 won-logs record.
Coaches Melvin S. James
and Marshall Bryant said
not only had to inspire the
team to win, but they also
attempted to teach the members the importance of team
work and good sportsmanship.
Principal Nelson said that
he felt that the making of
the championship team was
truly united effort put forth
in various ways by the faculty, students and the community.
The ,student body sponsored
a newspaper drive to help
support the team, and the
Memphis Police Dept. f u rnished transportation to the
games for many students
and members of the team.
Also making financial contributions was the Cummings
PTA.
Nelson was the t e a m's
Number One fan, and he
was instrumental in coordinating the effort of all involve -1, and he supported the
team 100 per cent.

One nomination is required
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New team wins
first place
in first year
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Black cleric to lead efforts
to aid Miss.tornado victims

ELGIN, Ill. — The Church
of the Brethren has enlisted
Episcopalian minister Henry
L. Parker to coordinate the
relief efforts of Brethern
Service to Mi ssissippians
left homeless in the Feb. I
tornadoes that struck the
Delta area.
Parker was for three
years director of interpretation of the Delta Ministry, a
project for racial justice of
the National Council of
Churches. His term with the
Brethren Service project is
for six months.
While plans for the, Brethren response are still being
drawn, it is expected that
Rev. Mr. Parker will head
up a team of 10 volunteers
to work in Inverness, Miss.,
where 90 per cent of all
homes and buildings were
destroyed or severely damaged. The community of
1,100 persons is 90 miles
northwest of Jackson.
Rev. Parker's appointment was announced during
meetings last week of the
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Church of the Brethren General Board. He attended portions of the meetings during
consultations with World
Ministries Commission staff.
Parker, a hlefgro, is a member of the 'Episcopalian diocese with offices in Jackson,
Miss.

"He has lived in the South
most of .his life, knows well
the area and the dynamics
of relationships of the Invernest comesunity," said II.
McKinley Coffman, director
of the New Windsor, Md.,
Brethren Service Center.
Coffman toured the Delta
area after the tornado passed to assess what assistance,
on a long-term basis, the
Church of the Brethren
might take. "The tornado
started in the southwest
corner and swept through
town, showing no discrimination for blacks, whites,
churches, b u sinesses, or
homes," he noted.
Authorities said a Negro
section of Inverness was
completely flattened and all
homes in a four-block white
residential area were either

Eddie Kendricks to
solo after decade
with Temptations

destroyed or heavily damaged.
On March 22 Mr. Coffman
was named director of centers and disaster service
for the Brethren. While retaining his relationship with
the New Windsor center, he
will coordinate the activities
of the four material aid centers operated by the Brethren for Church World Service anti the denomination's
response to disasters within
the continental United
States.

Team leaders under the
Rev. Mr. Parker will be
Brethren Service volunteers
Lynn and Linda Miller from
Columbia, Ohio. Mr. Miller
has construction experience,
while his wife is a registered
nurse. The couple has two
small children.
Essentially, t h e team,
when it is completed at the
end of this month, will work
with the town's people in obtaining grants for reconstruction of homes, obtaining materials, and rebuild-

DR. JAMES E. CHEEK, 15th President of
Howard university discusses the new innovations and future plans for expansion of the
University with William 11. Toles, of IIT
Continental Baking co. Dr. Edmund W. Gordon of Columbia unlversity also took part

Dr.
s foray as
Icorn
e has
er of

in the discussion. The ()erasion was the tn•
nual Charter Day Celebration of the Howard University Alumni Club of N.Y.C.
From left are Dr. Edmund W. Gordon, Dr.
James E. Cheek and William II, Toles, Howard Alumnus.
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The project is intended to
do "more than build homes,"
however, the Rev. Mr. Parker pointed out.
It is a ministry to "make
some human contact within
the black community and
the white community," he
said. The project will attempt to be a "catalytic
agency that would begin to
turn people towards each
other and say let us plan together." He admits it wit be
a difficult job,

225 UNION AVM
275-1143
3250 SUMMER
324-4444
.44

'Women in White'
pageant planned

Miss Brown has been the
clerk of the church for six
years and is the advisor
of its junior youth.
A devoted young Christian,
she always wears a smile
and is willing to do anything for her church.
She has served as a member of the Number One
choir. and has been its secretary and assistant manager.
In its first report on voting in the Tri-State Defender "churchwoman of the
Year" Contest, it was announced that Mrs. Jessie
Mae Shirley was the leader
with some 51,000 points.
A member of the Summerfield Baptist church for 30
years, she belongs to the
N UMBER One choir and
has been its pianist for
15 years.
Mrs.\ Shirley has been
the manager of the J.H.
Shirley Singers for 22 years.
She has been the pianist
for the Oakville lisiptist
church Number Two choir
for 22 years and is there
rfor the morning service'
on the third Sunday of each
month,
Mrs. Shirley is pianist
for the Eastern Arkansas
Singing Union, which in
crudes eight choirs, and
has served as pianist tor
the Union for the past eight
monta. She serves in the
same capacity for the Starlett Gospel Singers, organized only seven months '
a go.

Customers are buying and
Saving more at . . .

ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY

2319 Lamar Ave.

SHOW

The young people of Unity
Baptist church, 1547 S. Third
at., have nominated Miss
Louise Brown, 1362 McMillan, as "churchwoman of
the Year" in a contest
being sponsored by the TriState Defender.

Ph. 3234577
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EDDIE KENDRICKS
DETROIT — Eddie Kendricks, who for the pas'.
ten years has been the melodic lead tenor for the
Temptations, has left, the
group to start his career
as a single performer, Motown Record corp. announced.
The announcement also
revealed that Motown scouts
are conducting an extensive
nationwide search for a
handsome s i x -foot male
tenor to replace Kendricks.
Kendricks w ill remain
with the Detroit based recording and entertainment complex and record
on M o town's Tamla
label. He already has a
single release. "This TIsed
To Be The House Of Jahnnie Mae," and Kendrieks is
now busy recording his
first album.
The former Temptation
also manages a male group

oil
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,200
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.230
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,250
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.950
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150

called the Possse, who have
been c a r efully groomed
while traveling and performing
on
Temptations'
concerts for the past year.
Kendricks said he is very
happy to be launching a new
career under the guidance
of the same recording and
personal inanagement that
guided the Temptations to
the top of the pop music
scene.
Ewart G. Abner Jr., vice.
president. Mu It i Media
Management corp said. "I
will assume personal respons.bility for developing
Kandricks' career as a sinele artists" Abner said
however, the Temn'ations
will be fulfilling all contracted .engagements and
that no change is antilpaled in the quail), of the
world's top male singing
group.
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MARINATE an economy
steak in Speas Vinegar.
Speas tenderizes, improves flavor. Leave
the meat in the marinade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator before grilling.
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SPARK a salad with Speas
Vinegar.Make a fresh dressing; use your favorite
recipe or go creative
and invent a new one!
Speas makes dressing "better than bottled"! Try it yourself and see.
FREE: Vinegar booklet with over 60 ways
to cook and clean
with vinegar. Write
Speas Company,2400
Nicholson Ave.,
city, Me. 64120.
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My view

_Integrate suburbs-Ribicoff
School and housing integration is yet an issue that stirs
emotions of both black and white Americans almost to a
the
_

:43bint of spasm. Every now and then serious attempts at reIressing overt social wrongs are made. Such was the case when
Senator AtSraham A. Ribicoff of Connecticutt proposed legislation That would require significant racial integration of schools
and housing patterns in all the nation's suburbs.
Mr. Ribicoff was sharply attacked, last year, when he sided
with Southerners in advocating that civil rights laws be applied
equally in the North and South. He was accused of wanting to
dilute Federal efforts to integrate Southern schools.
His new proposal is receiving warm support from the li-

berals. Education and civil rights experts in Congress said that,
,,while there was little likelihood that the legislation would
be enacted this year. it was certain to generate a major Congressiiinal debate over the advisability of integrating the suburbs.
• The Ribicoff proposal has two meaningful features that
should recommend it to those who believe in equal opportunity
for all American citizens. One of the features would require all
schools in a metropolitan area — the central city plus its suburbs — to have a percentage of minority students in the entire metropolitan area.
Under this plan. the schools would have 12 years in which to
accomplish this integration. However, substantial progress toward the goal would be required each year, lest the schools lose
-all Federal aid.
The other important aspect of the plan would forbid a government agency or a government contractor from locating in
a community unless there were enough low and moderate income housing in the area to accommodate all the employes of

•1••••••....111.....•••• .0,1••••
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Whitney's death will
affect entire nation
By BENJAMIN I. MAYS
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
It is disturbing to me when able
young people die. In all too short a
ha lost John N'comedy. Robert Ken- d- • ,a -e;-1 Luther King. Ir.. Sam Withams and now Whitney Young. Make no
mistake, in the death of these men. life
in this country will be different. exceedingly different. I believe tha• e,ch of
these men had something more to con.‘ Ii American life which will not
be given now. America is the loser. ,
All Americans of f2ooci win kn
•
'here is something missing with no John
and Bob Kennedy around. The Aire!
People of guard will-knew that Martin Luther King. Ir. was the conscience of
America.
I think Whitney Young stay0,1 wi •
the League rather than go w'th g:vernment largely because Martin Luther w•a •
assassinated and too because he saw a
greater opportunity to help black peaole
with the League than with government.
vie felt that it would be to great a loss
to the Civil Rights Movement if he and
.‘lartit both were out of the picture.
Whitney Young was an extraordinary able man. He had the genius to inix
easily and well with Presidents. Senators.
labor leaders, educators and ,he -cor mon- mart. His one great desire was to
help black people up from poverty.
He made it plain and clear that he
was not a separatist and that he did noi
believe that black people could go it
alone. While some of the ''radical boys"
were criticizing the League with harsh

National hotline —I
By DU GS DATROOTH

the agency or industry.
Because most large companies have government con tracts, suburbs would have to modify restrictive zoning laws
and otherwise encourage the construction of such housing if
they wanted to lure industry. A principal reason for the liberal
support is data from the United States Census and from Health,
Education and Welfare Department that show Nor t hern
schools as a whole to be more segregated than Southern schools.
The census also showed that the percentage of blacks in
the large large cities is ever increasing, while the suburbs

are remaining virtually all-white enclaves. Mr. Ribicoff deplored
the "seemingly inexorable march toward apartheid in the North
as well as in the South."
Citing the census figures, the Connecticut Senator argued

that it was foolish to contend that efforts to integrate Southern
schools would be frustrated by equal attention to Northern
schools, because the South had begun to emulate Northern
segregated living patterns.
"Racial isolation." he said, "is now just as pervasive in
the North as it is in the South." Desegregating housing patterns
both in the central city and in the suburbs is one of the best ways
of removing a major stumbling block in the path of substantial
racial balance in America's public school system.
IVe hope Senator Ribicoff will not lose sight of his reasonable objectives and that he will be able to resist any and all
attempts at diluting his program.

South Africa and World Court
With a request to the World Court in the Hague that three

of its judges withdraw from hearings on the issue of SouthWest Africa, the South African government has begun its defense of the right to be in South-West Africa.

The World Court has been asked by the United Nations
Security Council to give an advisory opinion on the legal 'effect
of South Africa's continued presence in the territory, notwithstanding the Security Council Resolution 276 last year. This
resolution stated that South Africa did not have the legal right
to De in the territory.

rhetoric, Whitney Young was assailing
the ears of government and pricking the
sre,'ience of industry getting jobs for
thousands of blacks. Many of the people
who criticized Whitney Yotim; were making no contribution to the black man's
cause.
Young did not cherish the criticisms,
but as I see it they challenged him to do
a better job. On the matter of polarization the following from Whitney's speech,
not long before he'clied is a classic: "If
- must !iolar,ze in this country, let us
no longer polarize on the basis of race.
religion or economic status, but let us
'olarize on the basis of decent people
•-rsus 'nde-en: nNiple — between those
who are good and those who are bad."
I mourn the passing of Whitney
Young not only because I like the man,
because he was -so able and we have
so few able blacks. Some are able but
'hey are not able to get thkigs done.
More men and women are graduating
from our colleges but so few are flowering forth to become leaders of real stature. This is why it hurts so to lose Whitney so close behind Martin Luther, Jr.
In every area of black leadership we
are thin. If you look for a top black man
almost any felcl. it is almost like look'no for a needle ,n a hay stack whether
it be in banking, insuimoce. medicine or
education.
Whitney Young has made his mark
the natio.i and,the things he stood for
will isifire young men and women for
years to come.

itinitrinuted 8, senritseke ,
rumitners)
sect charged that Huey Newton is bringWASHINGTON —
ing about an "ideological split" in the
The death of Whitney
Party. The East Coast called Huey "bafYoung. director of the
fled and bewildered." In a flamboyant
National
Urban
press conference attended by Abbie HoffLeague is going
to
man. one of the Chicago 7, the East
have an impact on the
Coasters played video tapes of stat efate and future of
ments from Michael Tabor, Kathl e e n
blacks in years to
Cleaver and Connie Matthew Tabor all
come. Whitney,
oresrlitly in Algiers. Michael Tabor
who died in L a b,i1 while under court indictgos, Nigeria at the age
of 49, more than any
The East Coasters, who seemed to
single individual, kept
be getting the best of the propoganda
the lines between the race, open When
war, criticized Newton for living in his
many were sounding off, Whitney w a s $650 per month West Coast apartment.
downtown dealing with the Man in a way
They charged further that the apartment
only Whitney knew how. What is more
was paid for by $12.000 given as bail
important is the future fate of the 100 or
bond money. Mrs. Tabor explained that
so League branches around the country. a corporation was formed to control the
They accurately reflect the Young finances, but to no avail. She charged
image.
further that all revolutionary activity was
The various executives have been stopped and all the party was used for
hand picked by Whitney to round o u t
was as. paper sellers. The Panther paper
the kind of Urban League movement esis hawked on the streets in such the
sential to the challenge of the Seventies. same fashion as "Muhammad Speaks"
Just who will emerge to move into this of the Black Muslims.
slot is anyone's guess. There are many
SWINGIN THE NEWS: Persons outcapable administrators in the League side Washington would get a bang out of
movement, but to combine all of the tal- the debate going on in the Delegate race
ents of Whitney Young into one single inwhich has, among others, the only 1.,owdividual is not the easiest task in t he ed homosexual candidate running. In a
world.
cross exchange between candidates one
RAPPING: While some cities are
day last, week, the Rev. Douglas Moore
'ng away from the mod musical
-^ed the Re' , Walter Fauntroy, the
"Hair." the cast has hit this towh with
front runner, with weakness in endorsa bang. The anti-establishment p 1 a y, ing the gun control law for the District.
which gained much of its notoriety from
"If I must go down dead. I will not go
its brief nude scene was playing benefit down whimpering. "Love me, Love me.'
performances all over the place. For four
I will go down with my gun defending
straight nights it was a sellout at the
my children and my black wife." To
Theatre for causes including the
which Fauntroy responded: "... this is
Student Nurses Association, the Washing- not the time for podium orgasms on
ton Urban League, and, of all things. St. blackness ... for fantasizing revolution.
Stephens and the Incornate Church. That ... Nothing is achieved by rapping ...
'
-ieked on a tidy $13,000 to spend
only organizing get. things done." ...
on inner city problems ... Andy Muse
The status of HUD's action in en, has come on board at the Democratic forcing integrated housing in the subNational Committee as director of minor- urbs is in limbo. HUD Secretary George
.
. ,.-rriirs. Andy left the Equal
Romney told a televised interview that
Employment Opportunity Commission to assume the law says his agency must not perthis post where an expert was badly -nit diser:m nation in housing, cot proneeded. He has the backing of the black mote integration.
caucus which should give him a power
NOTES WHILE SNOOZING: T h e
ye
,
base outside the committee which is also
',after and the Richbadly needed for effective operation. Larmond Times Dispatch have agreed to
n his first address to the
cease discriminatory real estate adverDNC staff since his return, formally 'in- tising. The agreement was reached with
troduced Andy.
the Justice Department. Both newspapers
RIGHT ON: That fund between fac) leaders in the Virginia market, contendLions of the Black Panthers is for real. ed that they did not know that they were
In New York last week the East Coast in violation of the law.

By ETHEL L. PAYNE

Flying with President and Mrs. Nixon to Lexington were Associate U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall; the two Kentucky senators, John
Sherman Cooper and Marlow Cook;
Congressman John Watts; White House
staffers John D. Ehrlichman, H.R. Haldeman, Leonard Garment and Robert
Brown; Brigadier Daniel "Chappie"
James and former Assistant Secretary
for HEW James Farmer.
Still others were Assistant Secretary
for HUD Samuel Jackson; Arthur Fletcher, Assistant Secretary of Labor;
Mrs. Elizabeth Koontz, Director of the
Women's Bureau and William H. Brown
Ill. Chairman of the Board of Commissioners for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Speculation immediately mounted
over a possible new role for Farmer,
either with the Administration or perhaps even as a successor to Young. Mr.
Nixon is not a member of the Urban
League Board, but he could be inlluenial in the choice of a replacement.
The League like so many other private charitable organizations is feeling
the pinch of the recession and a word
from the President of the United States
could unlock many new sources of revenue to carry on its work.
It was noted significantly that the
President was closeted with Farmer
and Marshall both going and coming
from Lexington, the approximate time
spent was two hours. The three were up
front in the Chief Executive private
quarters while the other blacks who are
high in the Administration remained in
the third compartment. Towards t h e
end of the flight to Lexington, Mr. Nixon walked back in the plane lo have a
special word of greeting for each per-on
and to nose for pictures.
He thanked General James for commanding the mission to Nigeria which
returned Young's body to the States for
final services. Mrs. Nixon also visited
with the guests on board. She was 59
years old on March 16 and she commented, "At my age, it seems one is
always going to funerals." Last Friday,
the Nixons attended the services f o r
Thomas E. Dewey who ran twice unsuccessfully for President. In 1948. he
went to bed thinking he had been elect.
ed only to awaken the next morning and
learn that Harry Truman had defeated

him.
Mrs. Nixon told the group that she
was glad the President had included in
his eulogy the account of his offer to
Whitney Young to join his cabinet. 1.:
was there," she said, "when he made
the offer and I know that he really wanted him on the team."
Kentucky flags flew at half mast in
honor of Young. The little cemetery was
jammed with spectators who had come
to see the President as well as pay final
I r.i butt, to Young. Some youngsters
perched in the trees. As the presidential party approached (Winthrop Rockefeller and Kentucky Gov. Louis Nunn
were with the President) the chattering
made it seem like a church picnic, but
when the President began to speak there
was a hushed silence.
When he finished, there were a few
. . the
murmurs of "Right On."
bleak cemetery is likely now to underrehabilitation
job
s
e
:10 a major
Young's internment has made it already
an historic site.
Coming back from the burial services, conversation was on a suitable memorial. White House Aide Leonard Gar.:
ment who handles civil rights let it be
known that some things were already
in the works, which might possibly include the Domestic Marshall Plan which
Young proposed last year.
Don't be surprised if the President
uses his meeting with the 12 Black
members of the House as the occasion
to unveil the plan . . . (interesting note)
Thurgood Marshall was enthusiastic
about the . President's eulogy to Young-,
called it a pledge to carry on his work.
Pretty Marcia Young Boles, eldest:
daughter of Whitney Young, is worried
about how you write a thank you note
to royalty. It was ,King Hassan III of
Morocco who stepped into the breach_
and loaned his private plane to fly
Mrs. Boles, her husband. Robert who
is a writer and their infant son to Dakar, Senegal from Rabat in order that
they could join the party on the special
Airforce plane bearing her father's remains.
Former Atty, General Ramsey
Clark who was the 1.at man to see
Young alive and who attempted to revive him with mouth-to-mouth resucitation on that lonely beach in Nigeria,
was utterly shaken by the tragedy.

A point of view
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THE WAY

be considered a challe'nging answer concerning their doubts and attitudes. He
In question and answer period folasked them how many had ever really
lowing a speech the other day at a lonut their minds on understanding t h e
cal college — a black student asked a
meaning of religion. He asked them to
question. White and Black persons were
define religion. Then he asked how many
present. The student's questions seemed
had
ever really tried the Christian reo capture the interest of the emire
ligion . . . How many had ever stopped
group.
to understand what it means to be a''
The student wanted an answr from
Christian . . . How many had e v e r'
the black man who had been addressing
the group. The gist of the student's ques. made a sincere effort to formulate
lion was: Does religion have arty real clear concepts of Aristian love a n d''
christian humility.
bearing on the concerns and problems of
The students did not answer. T h e
the young people of today . .
And
whole exchange suggests the need for
among black people is emotional expression generally accepted as religion? some serious thinking and effort on the •
part of black religious leaders in AmerWhat the student was doing was call- ica.
ing attention to the credibility dap which
BLACK MEN
is increasingly apparent among young
A group of young black adults listenblack people, particularly students today. ed to a Dick Gregory recording of
a
More and more black students openly speech the other night. The speech
had
state that they fail to see much point been delivered before a white
university
in the religion of their foreparents. They audience. Gregory used his effectively
refuse to buy the old clinches such as humorous style to drive home some
ar"The bard will provide" . . . "Take All resting facts. Most oi the listeners
to
the world, but give me Jesus .
"The the recording already knew what GreLord will make a way" . . . "I'm going
gory was talking about. They had lived
to be up in heaven sitting down, one of or were living most of the
situations he
these days."
was describing.
Growing numbers of youngsters are
Later they fell into a lively discusnot impressed by the emotional outpour- sion of the role of the
black man
ings of the shouters and "Amen-ers" in
American life. They focused particularblack churches. They question-the reli- ly on Gregory's implication
that the
gious significance of the peceding utterblack man had too long bee'n pushed inances and the display of emotion periodi- to the background in his family
position.
cally expressed at church services.
The concensus was that the time has
They refuse to accept the consola- come for the black
man to assert himtion suggested by the preachment self and take over the
leadership of his
of storing up riches in the beyond. They family, if the black
American is to make
want their 'blessings now .
Here on
meaningful advances in this era.
this earth. They don't feel they should
The conclusion was voiced that black
settle with telling the other fellow, "Take
women need to be "liberated" from the
all the, world." They want part of the excessive liberty
they have traditionally
world now.
held . . . and enslaved in the protective
In short, many young blacks a r e custody-of black
masculinity . . . Which
seriously questioning the effectiveness of realizes that the
black woman is logicalthe Christian religion . . . or any reli- ly tired of historic
and
gion, for that matter, to solve the black tions which overburdentraditional condiher and give
man's problems in this life.
her responsibilities women should not
The speaker gave them what might
have to bear.

Readers' opinions
TRI STATE Letters To The Editor
Editor's Note — The National Council of Jewish Women recently sent a Let.
ter To The Honorable Winfield Dunn In
Bates Sterilization Bill. The bill has
I raised much concern. We, at the TriState Defender, feel that the representa,
live who created the bill is merely in-/
terested in publicity and would deattything to get it. '11* National Council of
Jewish Women bring out a very good
point.
The Honorable Winfield Dunn
Governor's Mansion
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Governor Dunn,
Motivated by a sense of concern for
all the citizens of our state and local
community, the Memphis Section of the
National Council of Jewish Women feels
impelled to take a public stand in opposition to the Bates' bill on sterilization.
Our group feels that what is involved hete is not a question of morals,

By 1.011

hut a moral issue.
It would, in our opinion, be immoral,
and virtually illegal to violate individual
rights and dignity in the manner proposed by this bill.
The impracticality of this bill, as attested by Commissioner of Public Welfare Fred Friend, is so obvious as to
obviate further discussion.
The Memphis Section of the National Council of Jewish Women is greatly
concerned with the problems, both social
and economic, of the public welfare system in this city, state and nation.
We submit that it would be wise to .:
stop dissipating the energy of the cornmunity with measures such as the Bates
bill, and to attempt to direct our •concerted efforts toward just and equitable
solutions of some of the problems of the
welfare system.
MRS. JED DRE1FUS
President, Memphis Section
NCJW
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The big parade

GUIDEPan

Dr. Onabanjo
upset over
cannibals

By CARLOTTA WATSON, Counoelor
Musing: CHILDREN: You may give them your love, bat )sot
not your thoughts.
You may bowie their bodies, but not their 'dais
You may strive to be like them, but seek not to mhke
them like you.

By LOUIS MARTIN
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CHECKING OUT this unique slide-rule are its maker Melvin Seymore, left, and William Dugard.

Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo, my learned
DURING A
EN1 taping ot Mint! s Black pei.,ne,
Nigerian friend, returned from a tive, Luther RIA
Hampton, a Memphis artist, discusses aspects
brief holiday in his native Nigeria of his talents with Whittier Sengstacke Jr., editor of the Trijust in time to slip into a ringside State Defender and producer, writer and host of the Black
oriented program. The show will be aired on April 8, at
seat at the Ali-Frazier confronta- 8:30
p.m. The program will take a perspective look at the
tion. Here are excerpts from his Black Entrepreneurs in Memphis,
letter about it:
"It was a great circus, a super
circus that would have excited the
Caesars of ancient Rome.
"I saw a new Negro, a new
Black American, on parade. It was
an exciting experience for me and,
I must confess, a little frightening.
"Your new black American is dressed as colorfully as a zebra. With those wild vestments and peacock hairdos, these new black chaps hit me with all
the impact of a walking neon sign.
"You must do something about the name of those
hairdos. The word "Afro" suggests that we Africans
wear our hair that way. You know this is ridiculous.
"Those hairdos in my country would be perfect
nests for all the bees, flying ants and insects in sight.
There is nothing African about them.
"What frightened me about the spectacle was the
fierce delight that everyone, white and black alike,
took in the studied violence of the ring. The chap
sitting next to me kept yelling "kill him, kill him".
I wasn't sure which one of the boxers he was addressing.
"This brings me to another observation about you
Americans that is not only frightening but it fills me
with sadness.
"Have you taken a hard look at your homicide
statistics lately? You chaps are murdering each other
at a fantastic rate. Do you know that there were 550
homicides in Detroit last year and in the first two
months of this year 126 people were murdered.
"Incidentally there is an article in a British paper,
the Manchester Guardian, about your Motor City
Which is called "Murder City." Written by Adam
Raphael, the article points out the 1970 murder total
of Detroit a "city of 1.25 million people is more than!
three times the figure for the whole of Britain."

MEMPHIS — Al Bell, executive vice president, announced
that Date Warren, 27, has signed an exclusive, long.term
producer's contract with Stax Records, Inc. Warren is the
proprietor of Warren Music Facilities in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
a music writing service which includes two Publishing
firms. Warren, who can virtually play all musical instruments, has arranged music for many well-known recording
artists such as Isaac Hayes, David Porter. Mavis Staples,
Billy Eckstine, Smokey Robinson, Barbara Streisand,
Frank Sinatra, Harry Belafonte and others. A music ma.
jor with a B.A. degree from the Boston Conservatory of
Music where he concentrated in violin, Warren has played with the New York Philharmonic and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and has given violin recitals in Europe.

The Black Man's Song
By LARRY RENDE'RSON
The
The
Dr.
And

Black man's song is Dr. Martin Luther King.
Black man's wish is let freedom ring.
Martin Luther King wanted peace for all the nation.
if we look up to God we can have this situation.

The Black Man's song is getting out of the ghetto
The black man's song is peace wherever he may go
Nonviolence is something we need all the time
If we look up to God He will bless all mankind.
Stand together Black-white when the rest of the world is in
doubt.
Put your faiths together I know we can work things out.
The Black man's song is saying Look up to God
Help solve the wars, hate, and poverty.
God wants you to face your responsibility.
Stand together Black-White is part of the Black man's song
Look up to God and help keep Dr. Martin Luther King's
dream strong.
Love not hate, peace not war is what we want to live for.
The Black man's song is Dr. Martin Luther King's dream
If we Look Up to God, it's not as funny as it seems

"I singled out Detroit hut the homicide rate in
all of your big cities is incredible. Do you realize that
most of these murders are the results of blacks
shooting or carving up other blacks?
"You black chaps are going, to coin a phrase,
stark, raving mad. It is a bloody disgrace.

LYNOM FLORAL CO.
We Vetiver
Use
257 South Main St.
Bankaniettcatd

"When I first came to America many years ago,
some of you American chaps were fearful about visiting my country. Their minds were full of fears about
life in Africa. Those Hollywood movies and fairy tales
about jungle life, with cannibals running around halfnaked in the wild bush country had made a great im-

TO Order Call' 525-3194

spring sling •

pression upon them.
"You have more cannibals in your big cities than
we have ever had in Nigeria. Now our leaders in Africa are being warned about the dangers of your city
streets. Some are fearful about coming to your courttry.

Take a fling into spring in a high
front sling with strippy sides.
On a tall heel. Black manmade
crinkle by Sweet Steps.
Sweet, low price!

"Is that terrible white man forcing you blacks to
chop each other up? I know you chaps insist that
whatever is wrong with you should be placed at the
doorstep of your white overseers. As a social scientit..I am aware of all the social forces at work
among you.

Melvin Seymore, a first
year student in Industrial
Technology at State Technical Institute at Memphis,
is one of the few students
who can brag that he has his
own custom built slide rule.
Seymore, 23 and a graduate of Manassas II i g h
school, is blind and an oversized model of a slide rule
rule has been constructed
for him by students in a
clsiss in Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Technology. It works very well
for him, he says.
William Dugard. head of
the Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering Technology, supervised the censtrUetion of
the rule and said it took
about nine hours of laboratory time.
"There is a slide rule for
the blind who are proficient
in braille." Dugard said,
"but Melvin is not that proficient in it. The rule we built
has raised metal calibrations, similar to braille. But
the design is not completely
the same as a braille rule."
Dugard said that the cost
of a conventional slide rule
would be about $18 at the

STUN bookstore. The cost for
the class's rule was "15 cents
for tacks, and the rest was
qsalvage materials." the six
students who worked on
the project were not aware
that such a thing as a braille
slide rule existed until they
were well into their work.
• "This slide rule ,has scales
for straight multiplication
and division." Dugard said.
"There are rules with many.
many scales—square root
scale, cube root scale, trigonometric scale. They probably could be put Oh this one."
Seymore has been using
his rule about four weeks,
likes it he says and has asked that he be allowed to keep
it once his class closes out
with finals this week.

Buy_ U.S. Bonds

RittAlft
HATS
TAPERED STRETCH WIGS
THIS IS THE WIG
By popular demand-We now have in stock plenty of

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson

Tapered Stretch Wigs, Compare at Price below.
100% Modocrylic light sfrateh shorty wig.
This wig can be styled in many different
styles and can be a joy to you for a long
limo if taken care of as explained en directions, it can be rolled up into a boll,
put in your pocket, purse, or suitcassOalli.en out and brushed L worn beautifully I.
minutes. Th• setting will last much longer.
than Human hair. Available in all colors.

answers to you.

EMS
Termite

Pest

Control
System
co
327 6033 A', r.
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INVITATION TO BID.
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for the
rehabilitation of electrical wiring,
(replacement of balcony lights)
in J. A. Fowler Homes. Tenn.
1-12, Memphis, Tennessee, until
10:00 A.M., CDT, April 23, 1971,
at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis
Tennessee, at which time and
place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.

igsthat
do things!
Here are soft, natural-looking wigs of synthetic fibers. They're perfect ready: to-wear. Just give them a shake, a flip of the brush, and you're got an instant
hairdo.

Proposcd forms of contract documents, including plans
and specifications, are on file
at the office of the Moderniration Engineer, Memphis Housing
Authority. 700 Adtms Avenue.
Memphis, Tennessee.
Copies of the documents
may be obtained by qualified
contractors by depositing Five
(5.00) Dollars with the Memphis
Hou,sing Authority for each set
of documents so obtained. This
deposit is non-refundable, and return of documents is not required.
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U. S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory
bid bond executed by the bidder
and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five (5) percent of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.

kanekalon - Synthetic

Freedom

Wigs 75"

Wigs 1500

The successful bidder will
be required to furnish and pay
for satisfactory performance and
payment bond or bonds.

HATS
Are Back
Again!

All bidders shall be licensed
contractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Act of 1945 of the
General Assembly of the State
of Tennessee, and all Amendments thereto.

Sociologically speaking it would make more sense
if the majority of your homicides were interracial.
On the contrary, your black rage is expressed in
murdering your black brothers. It is downright fratricide. Its as close as you can get to suicide.

Attention is called to the
fact that not less than the minimum salaries and wages as set
forth in the Specifications must
be paid on this project, and the
Contractor must insure that employees and applicants for employment are not discriminated
against because of race, color,
creed, sex or natural origin,

At the very moment when you blacks seem to be
discovering your identity, entering a new period of
black awareness, there seems to be developing a paranoid compulsion to reject all civilized values.
Some of your stupid scatter-brained black poets
and writers would have you believe that civilized behavior and the social graces originated with whites
and therefore must be scorned. These literary jackasses are misleading you. They know nothing of African history, nothing of black civility in the period
when blonde savages were eating the bark off trees ,
in the German forests.
When you blacks seek to go primitive and create
a cannibal culture you are . betraykng Africa, and
committing suicide besides.

Seymore builds own
custom slide rule

(Continued from last week)
Why our teen-agers have turned out to be so troubled
When we get to this problem, recent history can be important in finding out what NOT to do TODAY. The child-reaping
of the last two decades has resulted in a great number of dingusing, bank-burning youngsters, who deeply resent their parqnts
and their society. Unless we understand how one generation
of parents contributed to this, the next one will go right on:repeating the errors.
First, early childhood was permissive. These were t:11 e
childhood whose finger-paintings got moved from the kitchen
cabinet to the living room wall. Their potentials were watMed
•
and fed — often at great expense to their parents . . .
Second, the timing was off for these youngsters. They Were
pushed at too great a pace. They had time for everything:except childishness. Sticks-in-the-dirt were replaced by skills end
schedules.
Without agreement on the future of our society. there is
obviouSly no single formula for rearing the children. But clearly, one of the over-all aims of child rearing is to turn oat a
person who is not effective as an individual, but as a niember of a family and society as well. It is of little consolation
to parents these days to know that their child is helping the
world — if he isn't speaking to his own parents. So parentk to
get from there to here, stop looking at the PAST. Look back
only in order to better see ahead. Face up to the realities of
the parent probabilities of the future. Parents should be honest
your childrens' lives are quiet different from the influences in
your life. Encourage your children to grow, not as a monument
to your (parents') wisdom, but as a separate, unique and responsible human being.

k

The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids or is waive
any informalities id the bidding.

fashion shoes
51 SOUTH MAIN ST.

No bid shall be withdrawn
for a period of thirty (30) days
subsequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the Mem.
phis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

For your great collection of season colors you'll
find imported and novelty straws, and fabric
beauties, for Easter and seasons to come. All s6i
nicest shades, including white. Head for Ithealee's
Millinery where you'll find Head Spinning Savings.

BankAmericard

Chemise Charge

Master Charge

IIHEALEE HATS
49 North Main

1
esi.tikr.4.4.4„ape

Continued From Page 1
would help welfare mothers they should
enact one that would provide educational means for the mothers regarding planned parenthood. It should start in the
schools — lower grades first — and continue throughout the girl's training."

Mrs. Ellis believes that sterilization
would not stop the population explosion
overnight. anyway. -We need some other
type of health program."
State Rep. Harold Ford believes that
someone wants to make a name for himself by introducing the legislation. He

Dried fruits should be
stored in tightly covered
containers at room temperature — not above TO degrees. In warm, humid
weather, refrigerate.

doesn't believe the bill's supporters feel
in their hearts that the bill will become
law,
But, Ford admits that Tennessee's
welfare program has to be reformed.
"There has to be another way though,"
"Ford said.
A.:04,4 '1 I
1.

,Olfrirrot
Continued From Page I

den Academy, a private Baptist boarding school, graduated from Selma university, Selma, Ala.,and held a bachelor
of science degree from Alabama State
university.
She was a member of many organizations including tehe Linden Teachers
Assn., Order of Eastern Stars and National Education Assn. Her body lay in
state overnight in the Linden public
school where she had taught and 'was
transferred to lie in state overnight at
the Hopewell church.

source of inspiration?"
I didn't admit he had already told
me that. It was rather like a lover repeating a vow of love and not knowing
he was repeating it because he meant it
so deeply.
Mrs. Gibbs died last Friday evening
at the Bryant-Whitfield Memorial Hospital in Demopolis, Ala. She had undergone surgery in October. She was 60
years old and the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Abernathy of Linden. Funeral services were scheduled
for the Hopewell Baptist church, t h e
Abernathy family church in Linden. The
deceased was educated in the publi
schools of Meringo County. attended Lin.

The Abernathy Mortuary was assisted by the Alabama Funeral- Directors
Association in making funeral arrangements. Floral tributes and wires were
received in volume from friends a n d

ContinuedFrom Page

Surviving Mrs. Gibbs are her husband. Joseph R. Gibbs, eleven brothers
and sisters including Dr. Abernathy.
They are Tulfa (Jack) Abernathy of Birmingham, Mrs. Minerva (Ma) Lawson
and, Mrs. Kermit Theodore Abernathy of
Linden, Garleen Abernathy of Cleveland,
-Mrs. Louvinia Coates of Birmingham,
Mr. William A. Abernathy of Linde ty,
Mrs. Lola M. Yarbrough, Cleveland,
Mrs. Susie E. Hildreth of Linden and
Mrs. James E. Abernathy of Los Angeles. Two sons, Lorenzo H. Gibbs and
Freddie L. Gibbs, also survived the deceased.

1,171iat would this same legislature
do about the majority offenders? Not
only do they have children out of wedlock, but with little or no conscious they
give them away. Why does he no propose sterilization for offenders in other
groups?
Why are blacks so upset over the
Sterilization Bill? It seems like part of
the natural process that blacks have
been going through since they came over
on the slave ships. One good thing is
we've survived everything this society
has come down with. We've survived
stuff they couldn't survive. The word of
the day is genocide. Genocide of the
mind. Genocide of the body. Genocide
of the spirit. It would be difficult for
any legislature apgroving such a bill to
face the world 'with out the guilt of
genocide on his reputation.

t

t'

STAR CLUSTER — During a recent tap:ng
session in Hollywood, the Supremes go together with two of the hottest stars on the
entertainment scene. The girls are f rom
left, Cindy Birdsong, Mary Wilson and Jean
Terrell. The two male companions are fa-

1350 Jackson of Wellies

WHERE, WHERE, OH WHERE
Will the next TURNKEY go?

meeting to see what they can do to wipe
out this blighted problem.

Watson is also concerned about the
Seventh St. project which has failed
several times to "get off the ground."
He was referring to an apartment building on the street which he would like
to see converted into a temporary
emergency sheltet for homeless people.
He feels strongly that now is the
tithe for the local citizenry to regroup
and tackle the project again, hoping for
'success this time.

Colonial Rd., Walnut Grove Rd., or Whitestation
Active Ballot Club, Retail Clerks Local 1529, Memphis
Paid for by Co-Chairman Jimmy Sheppard

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH
MIDTOWN
(WHITEHAVEN)

A public hearing will be held by the Mein phi,
Autliorit l's the plan for the Kansas. Street Urban Renewal Area,
Project
Tennessee k11-2, which is being planned by the Mc:nolo-- Ihiusing Authority under the
11ousing Act of 1949, as amended.
Hall, 125 North Main Street, Memphis,Tennessee, at 2;00 PiM. o'clock,

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

OPEN 2;4, W- CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
Pi ices . 1 the ack
6th. Wr .reSt- •*
dr,lers.

March 31i
Midnight flirts
wiht to limit quantities. None

1,0011

sold I

Fred Montesi Enriched
Brown & Serve
3-Limit
Pkg. of 12's

Krah Miracle Whip

Ametica's favorite

Rolls

Bush's Best Whole Green

3-Limit

Bush's Best Fresh Shelled Blackeyes
or Purple Hull

Peas

15 oz.

KING COTTON PURE PORK

81990 Sausage

Sacrame,to Yellow Cling 3-total Lin;;t
Halves al Slices

Peaches

\otter of Public Hearing
.

1620 MAD!SON

April

Green Giant Niblets
Whole Kernel
Golden

Corn

29 oz 25

Del-Monte

Total

Pineapple

Limit

Sliced or Chunk 15% oz.

224c

The Project area is bounded as shown below:

Show Boat

WILSON S

White, Yellow, Devils Food
Golden or Lemon
3-Total
18Y2oz. 3/9540 LIMIT

Chitter
tangs
10 Lb. Pail

2.48

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

Applele
Apple bGerrarrive,App

Jellies Blackberry, Apple Plum

Fryers

Bama

3-Total Limit

or Apple
01.1 94

Family Size For Spotless

Electra Sol
Automatic Dishwashing

CUT UP lb.

280

FRED MONTESI)--

Fred Montesi Grade A Large

EGGS
The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of the redivelopment plan, ur.der State and Local Law,
with Federal financial vsistance unaer Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171 - Alst Congress),
to refiabilitate or cause to be rehabilitated such properties as may feasibly,be afforded such treatment and which will not interfere
with the
;orderly -redevelopment of the project to, acquire land in the project area, to demolish or remcWe buildings and improvements, to in.
•stall, construct 'Lir reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrounds or other site impoWernents, and to make the
land available
for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as aethorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis
Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested. Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an
opportunity to be heard at this meeting.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams
Avenue,
Memphis,Tennessee.
MEMPHIS IOUSING AUTHORITY
Orate Ledbetter
Secretary

29

2 Doz.

Fred Montesi Grade A Ldrge

all White Infertile

With this coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchanit
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Bet it WON'T be Areas Like, Chickasaw Gardens,

The outspoken leader said thic he
was going to the City Council and attempt to get an ordinance passed where
if the utilities of an apartment exceed
the monthly rent the landlord would be
forced to pay half the utility bill.

assistance, wages or both was requested and to meet the present emergency.
of food distribution, it was proposed that
abusive administrative practices be eliminated and a speed-up of the delivery
system be affected. Free or reduced
school breakfasts and lunches for needy'
children was another proviso.
The revenue sharing proposal by the
President for the cities was endorsed
The scores of winners who have
with suggested safeguards such as the
each collected a fat $10 haven't been
subjected to the blare of brass hands, creation of community development
boards with generous minority represennor have they sweltered under video
tation to oversee the spending of funds.
Kleig lights.
An annual appropriation of $1-billion
To a man, the legion winners in the
was requested for this.
sirable and have adequate wage a n d
One insistence was retention of the
supportive :ervice. the statement said. 0E0 programs, particularly the legal
It would provide a minimum of 500.090
,ervices program for the poor. Emphajobs during the first six months of opersis was given to quality education and
ation and 600.(100 in the second six
substantially increased support for premonth-.
dominantly black institutions of highdr
One million jobs would be provided
learning. The report recommended the
,or m-school youth during the summer
immediate funding of $91-million f o
months by the federal government.
black, colleges and that the president
Basic policy changes were asked for the
immediately vonvene a meeting of the
recruitment and upgrading of minorities • heads of black, institutions wit:i t h e
m government. It called for cease and
heads of the major federal agencies
desist enforcement authority • for the
and departments.
equal employment opportunity commisThe President was asked to name
sion and stricter requirement of affirmmore black federal judges and law enative action on equal hiring by governforcement agents in the South and to
ment contractors and sub contractors.
create a Commission to speed reform in
A guaranteed annual income of
the fairer administration of criminal
$6.300 for a family of four from cash
laws,

Cilailibtr. Cits

I...... •nti Repair P•rte
Bring '4 mole of Fart. Needed
rheas 271 4125 or 274S437

Raleigh, Fra set.. South Nleuiphis, Orange Mound,
Vu hilehas iii, Parkwa N
or Oakville?

The section on community and urban development was broken down into education, housing and urban development and ;he drug crisis. A third category was justice and civil rights divided up into sections on criminal justice
and civil rights. The final category was
test, the rules are simple and victory is'
ever so sweet.

The hearing will be hcld in the Council
CST,on April 12,1971.

miliar to TV fans s:nger Glen Campbell,
left, and comic Flip Wilson. Campbell and
Wilson are hosts of their own TV shows
which will be returning for another season.
Glen is on CBS-TV while FI:p is on NBCTV.

Advertisement)

1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
Continued From Page
everyone else has — selfishness."
Diggs said the President had pledged
an open door policy from now on to the
Caucus — it took 14 months to arrange.
the first meeting — and instructed h i s
aides to give caucus members prompt attention when they have white house
business.
The group which met with the Chief
Executive for more than an hour in his
oval office at the White House included,
Diggs: Robert N. C. Nix, Pa: Augustus
Hawkins, Cal.: John Conyers. Mich.:
Louis Stokes, Ohio: Shirley Chisholm, N.
Y.; Clay; Ralph Metcalfe and George
Collins, Ill.; Ron Dellums,
Mitchell:
Charles Rangel, N. Y. and The newest
member, the Rev. Walter Fauntroy who
was just elected last Thursday aii e
first non-voting delegate to the House
from the District of Columbia.
Diggs, acting as spokesman for the
delegation, gave the introductory ,rematks and then the President was 21Vett
a list of more than 50 recommendations
for action contained in the 33-page documentation prepared by the group.
These were divided into the following categories: under economic security
and economic development were manpower and employment rights; welfare
reform; federal assistance to state and
local government: minority economic
development and poverty programming.

LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drip Wing
on your nerves and causing
your water bill to go up? SEE

tut't t't
tt II it tTh
t
t It

still loved and not given away. The
term bastard is also a western term.
Just read Shakespeare or English history if you wish. The term illegitimacy
does not belong exclusively to the welfare mother, neither are 'hey the majority; anyone who doubts this need only
to check the records.

of unlit the bill was pre.sented. in print.
Even though the bill was presemed
by one considered by his fellow legislatures to be one of the most insignificant members of the House. the thought
behind it must be considered. The person who presented it was in desperate
need of recognition, many of his fellow
legislatures were receiving radio? TV
and press cover?ge. he obviously wasn't.
He had to come up with something
that would give him local, statewide and
national coverage, if possible. Probably
being a racist, naturally he could rely
on that issue, an issue of this type
would serve as delightful music to racist ears.
What is the sore pot in the racist
mind
. . ? Welfare! And what about
welfare? Could it give him at least
statewide recognition? What is so called
Illegitimacy? A Webster term meaning
individuals whose father have no legal
bound to their mothers: fortunately
many blacks do not recognize this term.
A baby is a baby and whether his father is married to his mother or not
makes little difference, the baby is

("I I T4 )i PS
\'t )k('1 0)

sympathizers all over the nation. Chartered buses brought mourners from
cities around America.

disc (fresh Milk products antl.Freeze and
tobacco excluded in compliance with state
law). Coupon Expires Wed, April 7th.
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mum man
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150 coming for Zetas' two-day j
regional at Sheraton-Peabody
. Sessions of the 43d South
Central Regional Conference
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. will convene April 9-10
at the Sheraton-Peabody in
Memphis.

"My environment is God. I thrive in His divine
presence."
The talk today everywhere concerns our environment. We must change our habits or lose the ecological potency of the spot in which we live. Our lives,
the lives of everyone around us depends on the trees,
the plants, the conditions of the soil, the moisture and
the temperature. These things are important if we are
to survive. And in the same field, the environment
of life as it concerns our aging generations whose very
life and breath depends on their surroundings. NOW no
later as it can be with our coming generations. The
NOW is important so that all of us might breathe
more easily and live our allotted span in some sort
of comfort. For those of us who dare to turn to God
for help, to whom else should we turn? We seek His
perfect presence, this is our environment in which we
flourish and grow and have our being.
•
Congratulations go to former Westinghouse newscaster Vic Miles here in Pittsburgh. who moved on
last week to New York and a bigger job. We met Vic
when he first came here from the Islands, and he
walked softly into his slot and kept busy just doing
his job. The only activity outside of his TV work that
took his attention was Dr. and Mrs. Omar K. Moore's
Environmental Laboratory School at the University of
Pittsburgh (funded twice by the National Jack and
Jill Foundation). The father of three handsome sons,
Vic has a deep regard for all youngsters and has worked with the Moores to help make their laboratory
school a solidly creative thing. Vic goes to another
network in New York with all. sorts of added benefits.
To him, the best!
• • •
And speaking of New York TV scene, we certainly hope that George Norford has conquered that pinched nerve that has troubled him lately.
Our Mary Warrick Jonesof Beltzhoover. should
he back from the hospital now. She underwent surgery.
• • •
Oh-so-sorry to miss Don Miller's- talk at the Wornen's Press Club meeting. We were too busy coughing,
sneezing, wheezing and trying to keep in tune with
1WJ, who shared our misery.
They tell me Don was magnificent.
• • •
Will miracles never cease! Out of the blue, note and
story from Boston's Gretchen Jackson. once top-gal
in the PR fi el d. Now she's back in it . . right
in the middle, we're so happy to say.

About 150 graduate, undergraduate and Amicae (Auxiliary) members from the
states of Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee are expected to be in at

"DIANA!" — Superstar Diana Ross as she appears in her
first own special, Diana!," which airs on the ABC-TV network Sunday, April 18, 9 to 10 p.m. Miss Ross' guest stars in
the Motown Productions, Inc. spectacular are The Jackson
5, Motown young supergroup, comedian Danny Thomas,
and special guest star Bill Cosby. In her first special, Miss
Ross romps through a tour de force of song, dance and
comedy routines. The special is touted as a supreme
achievement of technical and productive success as well as
as a fantastic entertainment package. (Motown Photo)

Lane College News
Four Lane college students
are among 38 students from
various colleges and universities participating in the Undergraduate Honors Research Program, held at Argonne National I,aboratory
near Chicago.
They are Miss Patricia
Howard, a mathematics major and chemistry mino r:
James Walton, a mathematics major and chemistry minor; Miss Noi-ma Branch, a
biology major and chemistry
minor; and Miss Dorothy
Ellis. also a biology major
and chemistry minor.
The attendees were nominated by their department
chairman or advisor and the
nominating institutions are
expected to take such cognizance of the program as
to allow their students to
graduate without deferment
because of their semester at
Argonne.
Academic credit is usually
awarded by the college or
university for the research
and for the research supportive activities as needed to
meet particular college requirements.
Each honoree aill receive
a stipend of 5600 which is
considered as a supplement
to compensate for the added
living expenses while in residence at Argonne_ These
'funds are made available
from the I:SAEC Division of
Nuclear Education and
Training and The National
Science Foundation.
Each semester Argonne offers honors programs composed of at least one-h a 11
time research participation
in Argonne's scientific research divisions and the re-

maining time devoted 'o research supportive activities
such as lectures, seminars,
and related laboratory activities.
The programs offer opportunities for research experience beyond t ii o s e usually
available on college and university campuses, while simultaneously fulfilling graduation requirements. Appointees are assigned to individually selected research
activities or projects under
the supervision of Argonne
scientists.
Argonne National laboratory is a major installation
of the United States Atomic
Energy Coinmission.
The laboratory has
scientific staff of over a thousand and presents unique research and development facilities in many basic and
applied science areas.
Some of the research divisions parficipating in this
program to date are Applied
Mathematics, Biological and
Medical Research, Radiological Physics, Physics, Hi g
Energy, Physics, Applied
Physier, Chemistry; t#1 i d
State Science, Materials
Science, Chemical Engineering. Engineering and Technology, Reactor Analysis and
Safety.
Staff ;cientiats and speakers from all over the world
contribute to the rasearch
seminars of the laboratory.
The program is addressed
particularly to students of
high ability in chemistry. the
1.,fe sciences, and physics.
Mathematics and engineering majors with a strong
science background can also
be accommodated.

National officers expected
to bein attendance are
Grand Basileus Mrs. Isabel
M. Berson, professor oT English at Southern university,
Baton Rouge, La; Third Anti-Basileus Mrs. Janice G.
Kissner of Philadelphia; and
National Trustees Mrs. Mabel H. Scruggs of Chattanooga, and Mrs. Ruth P.
Powell of Mobile, Ala.

A peek at you
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in sizes 18 to 60
/
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2
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Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except Holidays)
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souvenirs and kits; Mrs. Laecenia Cain, banquet; Mrs.
Velma McChriston, decorations; Mrs. Mildred Hortre,
publicity; Mrs. Mary •Childers, dance; Mrs. Marie
Jordan, hospitality; M r s.
Utoka Jordan, transportation; Mrs. Delora Thompson,
exhibits; and escorts, Mrs.
Wilhelen Wright.

Planning committee chairmen are Mrs. Rosetta PeterUndergraduate planning is
State Directors, Mrs. Maspearheaded by Pi Alpha. BaState Director, p r o•
son,
mie Foster of Birmingham
Mrs. M'Elena Matthews,
sileus Mary Glover and sponCallaBernice
Mrs.
gram;
and Mrs. Mabel Mitchell of
education professor at Missor Mrs. Rosa Sias;
way, housing; Mrs. Marhe
North Little Rock will also
sissippi Valley college at ItGamma Basileus B e r
guerite Cox, registration;
attend.
la Bena is the regional diMrs. B u rnadine Holmes,
Delapp Stinson and spotlit
The Workshops will implerector.
Mrs. Nlarie Jordan.
ment the theme "Relevance, _ finance; Mrs. Mabel Hudson,
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter
to Contemporary Issues
and undergraduate chapters,
A Focus Toward Total Con.
Pi Alpha of LeMoyne-Owen
cern for Human Beings," dicollege and Rho Gamma of
rected for graduates by Mrs.
Memphis State university
Lenora Reed of Jackson, I
are hosts for the two-day
and for undergraduates by
sessions of workshops, a
the Third Anti-Basileus, Mrs.'
public meeting, business sesKissner. Basileus Loretto )1
sion of social events.
Kateo will direct f o r the
is
Allen
Mrs. Pauline S.
Amicac.
regional marshall arid Mrs.
The Friday _schedule ako
Rutha D. Pegues is the asincludes the Undergraduate.
sociate marshal.
Boatride at 2:30 p.m. afford- I
Mg many visitors and guests I
a rare opportunity of travel
on the famed Mississippi. ;
A twilight tour will include
a stop at the Martin Luther
King Memorial at the Lorraine hotel.
The Public Meeting w ill.
feature the regional director..
Mrs. Matthews as guest'
speaker. The program will
he held at Martin Templei
('ME Church. 65 S. Parkway ,
West, in the area where the
Sorority sponsors the "Mon- ,
sarrat Project," designed to !
meet the needs of a poverty '
area. The general public is
invited to attend.
Memphis Pan-Hellenic
Council will host the cocktail.
hour preceding the formal
dance Friday night in t h
Continental Ballroom. Mrs.
Emogene W. Wilson is chairman of the council which is
composed of three represen- I
tatives from the eight aca-1
FORD NELSON, WDIA perdemic member sororities and
sonality, will be honored by
fraternities.
some of the ,nost outstanding
Double treats in straps and cutouts, in bone or
Tau Iota Sigma Chapter of
gospel talent in the city. The
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.
program will be held at
black crinkle. Perched on a broadly flared heel.
brother organization to the
('ME Publishing House, South
QualiCraft luxury from Brazil, Just
Parkway, April 3 at 8 p.m. Zetas will compliment the
sponsored
visitors with a breakfast in
The affair will he
the Forest Room of the hoby the Dixie Wonders. Other
artists will include Ann
tel Saturday morning. J. D.
Ian. The Bogard Brothers,
Springer is president.
Memphis Spiritual Four, The
The final event of the conGabrielaires, the Pattersonference will be the closed
aires, along with a host of
banquet in the Skyway ad.
others, veteran religions disc
dressed by the Grand Basilejockey Theo "B le ss Ms
17 N. MAIN STREET •105 S. MAIN STREED•LAURELWOOD
Bones" Wade will serve as
Master of Ceremonies.
SOUTHLAND MALL •WHITEHAVEN PLAZA

Wigsby on-Claire
,

us, Mrs. Berson.
Chapter awards and sister.
hood fellowship are expected to claim an unusual
amount of attention during
the evening. For many it will
be "au revoir" until the
next South Central Regional
Conference in Montgomery,
Ala.

5th Anniversary Sale

fashion uniforms
at big savings
Bargain Rack

100% Human Hair 100%Human Hair 100%Human Hair

Tapered Wig" Long Fall

Assor,ed Colors & Sizes
/s so, to cc

Long Wig
iNCOMPUTE sills

795

1495 1995

DISCOUN

UNIFOR

:BENEFIT NAYS HOME FOR MC ELOERti YOCENT cisFRANK CONDUCTOR
1363 UNION AVE.
PHONE 274-6545

SATURDAY,APRIL 3,1971
8:30pm MID-SOUTH COUSEUM
COLISEUM

$400

Wash & Wear

Afro BrushWig

Afro Wig

Tapered
Wig

1695

795

ALL SEATS RESERVED

$500

For Children

$250

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
oOP TUNES
GOLDSMITH 5 505 OFFICE

TO °MOIR IlY MAIL U11 THIS COUPON AND SIND TOt
,
410641.1outh Colimua Ticket Oft,,.. Fairgrounds, Mornph,s. Tann 3111 /4,
Elt la Control Tickat Office c/a Geldsa4lis, Main Stroof, Montph.s,
?Tam., 38101.

Hides That GRAY
The Lasting Way
Jo hut 77 mileage/

_ ..

III

BANK AMERICARD

LAY- A - WAY

• woven ruts:: print
• a-line, flap trim
• belt or not
• machinewash, no iron
• orange sherbet or blue ice

Afro Curly

19

MEMPHIS SYMPHONY--ISAAC HAYES POPS CONCEIT]
allidalasith Cabman'
Saturday, April 3,11130
each.
tickets at $
Please send me
My money order or check for a total of
enclosed.
NOM*
Address
City & State
(need Stomped sol‘iellireesed eovelope with HD artier)

595

MASTER CHARGE

Expert Styling 350
14 North Main(DowNsTAIR ) 527-3619

dress to go places
'-without reservation
a featherlight
polyester knit

t..,
ii hOme — ,ven
doll, faded hair be5
games younger looking,
dark and lustrous, radiant
pith highlights. STRAND'
Nor Coloring won't rub off
or wash out. Safe with _pa.
snanents,too. Choke of
5 natural shadail
At your drug or
Celin•40 MOW.

SLACK STRAND

NEW! 4 ct7E1u11 $1.19
te buy

Me orders Dime add 755 postage
appropriate in your SIM

and salon fax

J STOUT SHOPPE a
downtown • 64 so. main • 527-6436
union ave. • 1992 union • 274-2065
whitehaven •4279 hwy.51 so.• 398-0064
shop whitehavsn 'til I p.m. thurs. and sot

---

••• .•••

'age Ill

DEFENDER

Sports Briefs

44
Ford and Michael Ragland. Standing, same
order, are Coach Melvin S. James, James
Hunter, Rickey Wilson, Michael West
Wayne Jones, Terry Procter. Coach Mac
shall Bryant and Principal O'Eerrell V. Nelson. (Hooks Brothers Photo

. t

Sports Horizon
By BILL LITTLE:

The college coaches c a n't
scream too loudly for some
of them have learned very
woll what it takes to survive
in the recruiting scramble.
COACH JOHN DROMO, 'he
Loui-y,Ile mentor who was
sidelined most of the smison
after a heart attack, called
it quits after 19 year: with
the Cardinals citing poor
health and the rat race in
recruiting as his reasons.

of JOHN 's
NEUM.ANN to a Meiroi
Pros otnirac• last weok is
expected to cost stockholder,
: of the :id) :a !he vi inity
million dollars. Neu14 a
mann. the nation's top col.
lei.iate scorer this season
with a 40-point ateraax with
Ole M'ss. signed !he final
paper- .,• halftime of t h e
zarne :a :he MA-South Colitir Rockseum tin the
et,. How ii Cr. news of the
t:rsi Ti a• announced in New York by JACK
DOILPH. president of the
Amen-can Basketball Assoeiat Mil

-GOOD LUCK JOHNNY"
After the Pros had heaien
Denver for their second consecutive win at home last
week. Simpson. who led the
Rockets in defeat with 24
points, talked with reporters
before leaving for his hotel.
Addressing himself to questions about the Neumann
signing Simpson had these
comments: "He will have to
adjust to the pros, learning

Ge•tdiz •pecitic details of
the Neinnotth pact will the
Pcos a highly guarded secret To tic truthful t here
are many 'A ho are skeptical
because of the Pro:' finanla( of unkriowns to he solved
to 'keep the eam in Mamphis
with over $700.000 in stook
sold to he public • to assure
fans' that the ABA team
would return. Although only
a 550.01'o bonus will go to
Neumann in money now the

(N'eumann made a visit
Michigan State when he \v., a senior at Overtor

Ptos will have t) wait for a
lot of unknowns to he elverl
in order to finish next season in the black: An attend-

QUESTIONS
1-WMit player niado the
fewest errors m a season In
baseball
2-Babe Ruth won the home
run title 12 times. Who's next
en the list?
3-D ayne Zahn, Dave Davis,
Jim Stefanich, Billy Hardwick
and Mike McGrath all led a
certain sports field in the last
Ciii' sears. What field?
TIOR'N AT
HOOHEE?
Hartford, Conn.,
this fellow broke
intobaseball
with Erie in
1957, made the
majors in 1960
and is rated a
fine infielder.
He hits lefthand real good.
ANSWERS
•Rugssing uf aosuuvw Sationt'
ihrtitcat Vfla alai%
otiv,
tictretr-r,
'096T
vi sattre2 2,cr US 5001.15 akin I
peel taa2TI. .11431 agaciap---1
•(saa2
-fa launnwtie 313,(1 :oatimaill
Distributed by Gesitral Prom

America's
TOUGHEST
BLACK
GANG

campus." Simpson. who sa‘
he is a professional now a
though he would he completWhat happens whet, a
ing his junior year at MSC.
powerful black gang moves in
picked up his gear and told on
racial injustice, Can
the scribes tell Neumann shakedowns and shootings
good luck.
win civil rights> In April
Neumann said he wanted SEPfA black newsman David
to turn pro because he has Johnson tells what happened
become the head of the when a Chicago black gang
household since his father took up the racial cause.
had a heart attack. He is al- Don't miss his dramatic story
so married. Ti) the man the on the gang with the good
Pros contacted about the idea that went wrong. Also in
bonus contract of Neumann the all-new revamped SEPIA
read WHY I'M FOR BLACK
they all wished hint well
POWER by famed novelist
and couldn't blame him
James Michener
getting as much money a possible. Perhaps some were
being realistic and philisonhical about it all. On the other

ance of 6.00r; and over for
Pros home ...zarries is • expected to tiring Neumann a percentage oif box office re:
for a
tempts. The ,-,,n.r.w•
five-year p(

-ow\ ING
CO] saiarie. for umrleit iaZers. and since the 211. car-old
Neumann was oniv a 0 1!lige sophomore, the signing

of the former MIA:\ star
brought a rash of ,ri•ii:isms.
Neumann joins SPENCER
HAYWOOD and R AL PH
SIMPSON who •igned with
Dent cc before they had pliv.
ed out their college
lv - Haywood with Detroit
and Simpson alter a sensational soph year with Michigan State. Haywooirjumped•
DenVer and after •• severalr
court decisions favorable to.
his new Seattle team the
NBA has agreed to let him
play with the Super Sonics
next season.
Coaches in Houston Iasi
week for the NCAA Championships spoke against the
ABA raid and some even
suggested barring ARA
scouts from tlWr
( • .a •
Most felt that
were helpless and only a
merger between the two pro
leagues could put ;ir, <nil to
these ludicr(iii‹
. • ar,

hand you could sense the
subtle responses of the players.

SEPIA
iprIl issue now' up? sale

.1•1#1111•••••

'6(
Mem..

VOL.

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get

WANTED
A NNOUNCF.R with con,,
experience. college
reTplire.1
1..,
1
[nig
kapployer
I,'
Program Direeioi
P
248. Memphis. Tenn 381.,
INCOME TAX RERVICE
Const. ('o. Rids.
1189 SO, ParkWaN. Exit
.• ,rile Kant
Prompt ger,

TOP VALUE STAMPS!

946-2935
REPAIllts
pewrit•r and Adding
call: Raymond To, i,.
1569 Walker
tCn 278
272-9962

9ANOUEI FROZEN

BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
64 Gor.1

MEAT PIES

PEACHES

Chicken, Turkey or Beef

Freestone Halves or Slices

5

Ounif,ed
GT Pow., Vie)

'e itS 1 /VT.
.6! 4 • •ne 500 NT
•41 .11104 5, 9.54. /4 T.
66 46.5,2 SOO 11411140 .
'16 (Tr..0.6
•1. Cad. at. ,6454.4 Cpe
64 S. :a Poorer, Sc

i.e
VOW
1,10
15110
1610
11.510

$iao

JIM McDONALD
MOTOR CO.

2466 hemmer

8-oz., Ea.

I70

1-lb. 4-oz.
loaves

DAISY

EMBASSY

U.S. Choice Tendeiay

OLEO

SALAD
DRESSING

STEAKS

How much
is enough?

Barqueni

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

E- Z CARVE
RIB ROAST

324-4406
681-1661
356-4515
743-5370
396-0995

r.OUNTRY CLUB, ALL -BEEF

QUARTER

HAMBURGER

PORK LOIN

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

Lee Van Ciset
Siam
" Forrest Tucker

GOLDEN

BAKING
HENS

I RYING
C HICKEN

Out

"LOST FLIGHT"
Lost 1245-3.50-740
Rarquero

BANANAS

8t
)
69 )

lb.

APPLES

CORN

4

KROGER
SUGAR

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE

5-1h.
bag

25
A
Sv

$299 5
Web

Model OW-IITF

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!'
• Slanted top design lowers
front opening makes loading
a snap • Super-Surge washing action-needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles--ineluding Plate Warmer.

$15995

Frigidaire!
ist Action 1-16
Model WAS

Iwo 1 ,1,1/.
Oro V.Ilue Cookie.,

1

0,111.41, pi )))))e ,roi, oil
CIII/C St, /411011t1 O Sp10.11
with 2 Pkgs. Critter Cot or
HicakidSt Pink Chirps
with 7

g,Irer

..
w't ,.,oiu.1,,,...,.tv 1,1th
lir

WASHER

Frigidaire Range feateres liftoff Nor, big storage draw

199"
es-Ne

Closed Sunday

189

I "11`;%(:7:::'J',

we:
r

er

TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,
fresh or frozen milk
products and in addi.
lion to any Other par.
chase requirements.
Good thrii Tues., March
Ulf!
, Limit one.

llayi,i'

8 k.

)25 „,,,„ 1.11, Woll..pot S.1111.19,-9(

100
EXTRA
excluding tobacco and

A.M.-9 PAIL

- by
seem

p14115. I ryer 13,0,51. 1.04/1
)50
04 S
0,nor I .0'
25 -.:,er
1.tr,q "
Mr.111
5
will, iron pkg. CriaP.ili Sualoon 6
(
25
5:17,.1 :in., 7 ,
50

3 STONES OPEN DAILY a

ly TA
trent':
over

'410/$
:
0 64
..topa4

. STAMPS

SO

4

SO
)25

KROGER

94

ba.igb.SUGAR
5

with this coupon and
55.eadditionai our ebb ,
bacco
frozen
Good

excluding toand fresh or
Milk products.
thru Tuesday.

MLimit
qne.,
,clirtcnti
ct3
10
1,.,
Slats &local lases/

Mr,
CME,
Mr
100 vol

NJ

or

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-1b. size freezer

Frigidaire!

All

J-r

RED DELICIOUS ,

FRESH TENDER YELLOW

3-lb.
hag

Blij et Ages
Convenieet PMai

RIPE

ly Pak ,lixed Pa! I,.

1Nnh
Coupon
Offer

DRYER

tist chu
Her
line up
Mrt
Baptist
Mrt
list cht
Mr:
Baptist
Mn
die Bel
Mr:
AME, 1
Mr!
435.
Mrt
Baptist
Mr:
Baptist
Mn
AME,
Mr
Baptist
Mr;
Method
Mr:
sionary

Sliced as Mixed Chops

ROGERS ROYAL

176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300

Flowing Hest

poll, b
Bealub

lb

Fill

fre, 166,0, 5 16 6

was ad
Cht
favoritz
Voting
All
by Mot
to the f
Vol.
the Tri
newspa
At
500 voti
and two
Fol.

59c
94
5

CO.
L 5. GATLIN JR.

• 3431 SUMMER
• 5237 POPLAR
• 311111 THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.)
• 1574 LAMAR
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH

Win
stole,
color

ROUND ot
Family-Pak RIB

3-lb. pkg.

MINEOLA
TANGELOS
R. G. KINKLE

Got,
Jesse Ii
ary Ba
all entr

35 434 ,b.98

A
L E. GATLIN

Vot
the Tri
of the
though

432.63"il

S Location

APPLIANCE

SI

Made with Enriched Flour!
"Why Pay More"

CLOVER VALLEY
tt-C•W

MEL-O-SOFT
BRiAD

PRIDE OF GEORGIA

3 Lb.
bag
Since 1945 ...

C]

.:i.1,0

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

CALL 527-2597 FOR
FREE ESTIMATES
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Maio St.

ewe.

411116106,4111461111.611P VT `T.

wal Wwile

r NPF

NAT

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,

V

eoier

CLASSIFIED ADS

HAN'S
LOAN UFFICE

MOVING?

-411-•

ri
r 160

TWO JOIN
NEW YORK - (UPI) Joaquin
Lo v o-Mayo and
Mike Belkin have joined the
top-rated class of tennis
Mayers to compete .in the
$5,000 Dannon tennis classic
for the Long Island indoor
championship.
O'BRIEN BOOSTED
WOOSTER. Ohio - (UPI,
- Robert P. "Pat" O'Brien
was named Rookie of 1 h e
coach at College of Wooster,
succeeding Jack Lengyel.
O'Brien had served as an
assistant to Lengyel for 'five
years.
JOHNSON RETURNS
NEW YORK - (1.IP11
Harold Johnson, 42-year old
former
lig h t-heavyweight
champaign, signed a contract to launch a comeback:
with a fight against Herschel
Jacobs on March 30 at Sun- '
nyside Garden.

to give and take. The hardest thing for me was learning
to play defense. It won't be
easy but you have to keep
your confidence. I have never met him but I understand
he made a visit to State',

101

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1971

_

CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM - Cummings elementary school organized its first basketball team this year and ended the season
with a 10-1 won-loss record. Players on
front row, from left, are Michael Jones,
Themislocles Jones, R:cky Young. Anthony

# •• •-• •••• !IP

•••660.
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